MEMORANDUM
FROM:

Administration

TO:

Chair Rooke, Reeve Harwood, All Councillors

SUBJECT:

Planning Committee Meeting

A meeting of the Planning Committee will be held on:
Monday, March 20, 2017 @ 11:30 a.m.
R.M. Council Chambers
AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

2.

Adopt Agenda

3.

Planning Carryforward Action List

4.

Aggregate Resource Extraction Time Limit Extension Request
•

5.

Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Regional Plan
•

6.

Letter of Request Submitted from Inland Aggregates

Adjourn

Update on P4G Regional Plan

PLANNING
Carryforward Action List - CURRENT
**Yellow highlighted text indicates latest status update**

1.

Date/Source
2012 Apr 23
Council
Meeting

Action Item/Request
Septic Utility Policy
Motion:
That the issue of Septic Utility Policy be
deferred to the Administration committee
for further discussion

Status
2012 Nov 26 Council Meeting
Motion: That Brent Latimer be invited to speak at a future Public Works
Committee meeting regarding septic systems.
Presentation from Brent Latimer occurred at January 7, 2013 Council
meeting.
2013 Jan 7 Council Meeting
Motion: That all septic utility agreements are hereby cancelled and bylaws
or motions rescinded. All septic system requirements and the RM of Corman
Park will meet the requirements of Saskatchewan and the Saskatoon Health
Region requirements as the standard. Motion Deferred to January 14, 2013
Planning Committee
2013 Jan 14 Planning Committee Meeting
Direction: That Administration should arrange changes as required to the
current RM and District OCP and Zoning Bylaw to remove any
requirements related to septic utilities.
• Currently underway, draft amendments will be presented at May
Committee meeting
2013 May 21 Council Meeting
Motion: The language used in the OCP and Zoning Bylaws is altered to
increase the flexibility of when to apply additional regulations of a private
septic utility on a proposed development. This includes:
• Should, Shall or May (from current definitions):
° Shall is an operative word which means the action is obligatory;
° Should is an operative word which means that in order to achieve
plan objectives, it is strongly advised that the action be taken.
° May is an operative word meaning a choice is available, with no
particular direction or guidance intended.
• Replacing Septic Utilities with Homeowner Associations as this may
be an opportunity to expand the control of area residents beyond
septic utilities, to matters that they feel are important to their locality
such as Municipal Reserve/park space leasing, snow removal,
drainage works, and architectural controls for example.
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Motion – This item be deferred until the next Planning Committee
meeting, when a representative from the RM of Rosthern will present
to the Committee regarding this matter.
2013 August 19 Council Meeting
Motion Defeated – That Administration be directed to prepare a
bylaw for first reading to provide for increased flexibility and discretion
to Council in requiring that a septic utility be formed as a condition of
approval on multi- parcel country residential development.
• Proposed bylaws 43/13 and 44/13 (for the RM) and bylaws
45/13 and 46/13 (for the District) provided to Committee for
review. Bylaws 45/13 & 46/13 were also provided to the
District Planning Commission for comment.
2013 Sept 16 Council Meeting
Motion: That the District Planning Commission expresses concerns and
reservations with the proposed bylaw amendments and the District Planning
Commission recommends that RM Council revisit the issue. Planning staff
have included a new report for consideration.
2013 Oct 21 Council Meeting
Motion: That Administration be directed to prepare a bylaw for Fist Reading
to provide for increased flexibility and discretion to Council in requiring that
a homeowner’s association be formed as a condition of approval on multiparcel country residential development.
2014 February 18 Council Meeting
Motion: That Council utilize the current wording of the Septic Utility Bylaw,
changing the word association to organization.
• Bylaw for First Reading presented at March 5 DPC meeting
2014 March 10 Planning Committee:
• The City of Saskatoon attended the meeting to discuss a new
proposal and provide additional information on the raw water intake
2014 March 18 Council Meeting
Motion: That Council supports the City of Saskatoon’s proposed
amendments to the District Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw as
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noted in the report presented to Council at the March 10, 2014 Planning
Committee meeting subject to confirmation from the Saskatoon Health
Region on the implementation of the policy.
• In progress; meeting with Saskatoon Health Region & Community
Planning with Administration scheduled for Apr. 29
• RM and City Administrations are drafting revised amendment
wording due to the Apr. 29 meeting with Community Planning and
will advise DPC and the Planning Committee by the end of the year.
• The DPC meeting was canceled in December so the item will be
addressed in February 2015.
• The amendments to the District OCP and Zoning Bylaw will be
considered with the rest of the District amendments.
• A bylaw for consideration was on the November 9, 2015 Planning
Committee agenda; DPC amendments will follow given ongoing
discussions with the City on bylaw amendments
• Bylaw 59/15 and 60/15 were deferred at the November 16, 2015
Council meeting for edits; updated bylaws 31/16 & 32/16 were on the
July Planning Committee agenda for consideration and discussion
• Amended Bylaws 31/16 & 32/16 were given First Reading at the July
18, 2016 Council meeting; public hearing at August Council meeting.
Bylaws given final readings and sent to Community Planning for
Ministerial approval; the Ministry is currently going through their
referral process approval is pending
• The Ministry would like the R.M. to seek legal advice on a number of
questions related to The Municipalities Act and The Planning &
Development Act prior to approval.
• Our legal counsel responded that there are no concerns with the
proposed amendments and we have asked Community Planning to
consider approving them as presented; verbal response from
Community Planning indicates that they will not be providing
Ministerial approval. It is likely Council will have to consider a
different approach to the bylaws; an update and further direction will
be provided at an upcoming Planning Committee meeting. R.M.
Administration has followed up for written comments; awaiting
response from Community Planning
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2.

2014 Apr 22
Council
Meeting

R.M. of Corman Park Zoning Bylaw
Motion: That a list of topics for potential
revision to the R.M. Zoning Bylaw be
compiled and discussed at a future
Planning Committee meeting.

2014 February 17 Council Meeting
Motion:
That the Bare Land Condominium
Development report be received as
information and consider bare land
condominium policy, process and
development standards in conjunction
with the 2015 review of the R.M. Official
Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw

3.

2013 Nov 18
Council
Meeting

MuniCode Services Open Building
Permits Motion: That RM
Administration works with MuniCode
Services to create a more proactive

•
•

•

A list of Zoning Bylaw topics for discussion and prioritization was on
the February 16, 2016 Planning Committee agenda
At the December 2016 Strategic Planning session it was determined
that the review of the overall RM Zoning Bylaw would be deferred
until the Regional Plan is implemented; however resourcing would
be secured to home based businesses (as set as priority in Feb
2016), farm hand/secondary residences and other minor
amendments needed on a case by case basis
An item on priorities is on the February Planning Committee agenda;
Council decided to prioritize lot sizes/densities and ILO regulations
as the first two items to be followed by signage, secondary
residences and sea cans as time allows. Resourcing is being
secured and discussion topics will be added to upcoming Planning
Committee agendas

2016 April 18 Council Meeting
Motion: That two (2) acre industrial parcels be added to the R.M. Zoning
Bylaw review prioritization list.
• The item was added to the prioritization list; a report briefing
Council of the proposed amendments is on the September 12,
2016 Planning Committee agenda.
• At the September 19, 2016 Council meeting a meeting date of the
morning of October 24, 2016 was set to further discuss this item
with the consultant
• Updated amendments were discussed at the November Planning
Committee meeting; public consultation was requested and will
occur in early 2017 due to time of year
• Public consultation meetings were held in January 2017; an update
was on the February Planning Committee agenda.
• Proposed bylaws were on the March Planning Committee agenda;
edits are being drafted for presentation and First Reading at the
April 18, 2017 Council meeting.
•
•

45 letters (signed by the RM and MuniCode) will be sent out on
February 28, 2014 regarding open building permits
In progress; second batch of 55 letters (signed by the RM and
MuniCode) sent out March 7, 2014 regarding open building permits
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approach to ensure that contractors and
ratepayers are aware of their
responsibility to have their project
inspected, and in turn, certifying that
their construction project is being
constructed in accordance with all RM
standards.

•

An update on concerns with open building permits and other building
permit issues was on the February 2015 Planning Committee
agenda to begin discussions.

2015 February 17 Council Meeting
Motion:
Administration is directed to draft standards or criteria for Council review
under which agricultural buildings must receive development and building
permit approval with no exemption from following the Building Standards as
defined by the Universal Building Accessibility Standards Act
• At the December 2016 Strategic Planning session it was determined
that the review of agricultural buildings would be considered in 2017
2015 May 19 Council Meeting
Motion: That further discussion of Building Permit Issues regarding Farm
Buildings be deferred to a future Planning Committee Meeting.
• In progress; a follow up conference call was held on July 9 with RM
staff, MuniCode and the provincial Building Standards Branch for
more information and to discuss alternatives.
• An item was on the August 10, 2015 Planning Committee agenda for
consideration
2015 August 17 Council Meeting
Motion: That further discussion be deferred until the potential further appeal
of the Saskatchewan Building and Accessibility Standards Appeal Board
decision and a canvassing of Agricultural Producer organizations regarding
the proposed changes.
• An appeal to the Court of Queen’s Bench was heard on Nov. 5, 2015.
An update on the outcome was requested by RM Administration
• The appeal is being reheard in March 2016 as the judge stated the
appeal board didn't follow proper procedures when relying on an
opinion from the Ministry of Justice;

4.

2014 Feb 18
Council
Meeting

District Sq. Footage Increase
Motion: That Council receives the
Commercial Square Footage Increase
report as information and requests that

•

Administration provided a Bylaw for First Reading at the March 5
DPC meeting.
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Administration draft a bylaw for first
reading that removes the commercial
maximum square footage restrictions in
the Planning District.

5.

District Interim Development Strategy
In response to development pressures,
a commitment to the R.M. by the City of
Saskatoon relating to boundary
alteration negotiations, as well as a
proposed amendment to the District
Zoning Bylaw by the R.M. to remove the
limit on commercial square footage in
the District, the Administrations from the
City and the R.M. have agreed to work
together to finalize an Interim
Development Strategy for the Corman
Park-Saskatoon Planning District before
the Regional Plan is completed.

2014 March 18 Council Meeting
Motion: That Council defers the First Reading of Bylaw 04/14 to allow for
additional discussion between the R.M. of Corman Park and City of
Saskatoon on Bylaw 04/14 Proposed Textual Amendment: Corman Park –
Saskatoon Planning District Zoning Bylaw – Commercial Square footage.
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Initial Administrative discussions with the City took place on May 7,
2014. Research on the Interim Development Strategy is taking place
on options and a follow up meeting with the City will be held on July
17, 2014.
In-camera update provided at August 11, 2014 Planning Committee
meeting. Planning staff is continues to work with the City of
Saskatoon on an Interim Development Strategy to help address the
issues.
An in-camera update was provided to the District Planning
Commission at its Nov. 21 meeting.
An in-camera update was provided at the Dec. 8 Planning
Committee meeting.
RM and City Administrations met on Jan. 7 to debrief after the incamera updates provided to their Committees in 2014.
At the May 11, 2015 Planning Committee meeting a presentation
was made by the City of Saskatoon on servicing and further
discussion was had on the proposed amendments to the Corman
Park-Saskatoon Planning District Official Community Plan regarding
the District Interim Development Strategy.
A delegation will attend the July Planning Committee meeting from
the City of Saskatoon to discuss proposed revisions to the
amendments.
First reading on revised bylaws was given by RM Council on July 20,
2015. A request for a complementary resolution will be sent to City
Council. Final readings of the bylaws were deferred for further
discussion

2015 September 21 Council Meeting
Motion: That on behalf of Reeve Harwood a letter be sent to City of
Saskatoon Council regarding a joint meeting hosted by the R.M. between
Councils to be held at the end of October.
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•
•
•

•

6.

2015
February 17
Council
Meeting

Grasswood Mixed Use Node Market
Impact Study
Motion: That the R.M. of Corman Park
partner in the Grasswood Mixed Use
Node Market Impact Study with the City
of Saskatoon and that a
recommendation be brought back to
R.M. Council on the selected consultant
in order to award the contract and enter
into a Consulting Services Agreement.

•
•

•
•
•

•

7.

2014 June
16 Council
Meeting

Furdale DCR3 Overlay Removal
Request
Motion: That the Furdale DCR3 Overlay
Removal Request report be received as
information.

•
•

A letter has been sent to the City and initial communications with
Administration has been held on the meeting.
A verbal update was presented at the February 16, 2016 Planning
Committee meeting
At the February 16, 2016 Planning Committee meeting a subcommittee consisting of Reeve Harwood, Councillors Chuhaniuk,
Rooke and Trask was established, with the purpose to meet with a
sub-committee of City of Saskatoon Council members.
A meeting between the entire R.M. and City Councils took place on
April 18, 2016
The RFP for the Market Impact Study was released by the RM on
February 19 with the proposals due March 16, 2015.
A recommendation on a preferred consultant for the Market Impact
Study is expected to be given to RM Council on April 20, 2015 to
enter into a Consulting Services Agreement; which was entered into
on May 15, 2015.
The consultant for the project is Cushing Terrell Architecture
An in camera presentation from the consultant was held at the
January 2016 Planning Committee
The final report is being revised by the consultant based off of new
First Nations and regional information that was recently provided.
The final draft is will be circulated to the DPC and Committee later
this year; the project was delayed due to miscommunication and
negotiation on implementation between the R.M. and City
The Ministry of Highways & Infrastructure has indicated now that the
by-election and budget release has passed they will be reconsidering the SE Saskatoon Freeway Open House; since the final
Grasswood Mixed Use Node report would vary depending on this
location Administration is working with the province to finalize both
projects.
Planning Administration is researching this request because
removing the overlay will not allow for further re-subdivision.
An update was provided at the Oct Committee meeting; the item was
deferred until the Hamlet Board can consider the report.
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•

•
•

•

8.

2014 May
20 Council
Meeting

Robert Cannon Building Bylaw
Violation - SW 12-35-6-W3
Motion: That Administration drafts a
letter to Mr. Cannon informing him of the
revised Estimated Peak Water Level
elevation of his property and that his
property is located in the floodway and
development cannot be supported. Mr.
Cannon has six (6) months from
Council’s endorsement to remove the
residence from Parcel D, SW 12-35-6W3 and failing this request that the R.M.
will take action to remedy the noncompliant development in an Order of
Compliance.

•
•
•
•

•

A meeting was held with residents of Furdale on January 20 to
provide clarity on the planning report provided in October and to
answer any questions there were. The Hamlet is considering their
options with respect to undertaking the components of the suggested
CDR; the next Hamlet Board meeting is scheduled for May 2015.
The Hamlet meeting was held on May 12, 2015
Furdale held an AGM on April 18, 2016 and members of the Board
met with Planning Administration following the AGM to discuss
partnering with Silver Sky as well as doing the CDR independently
as the Hamlet.
Communication on potential AGM times for the Hamlet is underway.
A group of Furdale residents, which was formed to provide info to
residents about Silver Sky’s progress and how they are addressing
the concerns raised, is still active. They have also requested any
servicing updates as they come available; R.M. Administration will
be following up as part of the Call for Proposals update requested for
Silver Sky.
Correspondence sent by registered mail on May 22, 2014. Item was
successfully delivered to the applicant on May 27, 2014.
A follow up letter was sent to the applicant on October 30, 2014 to
ensure he is aware of the timeframe and that the RM will proceed
with a Court Order after the 6 month timeframe.
A site inspection was performed on December 2 and confirms the
buildings are still on the property.
Administration obtained legal advice on how to address resolving the
matter; the response received included:
o The RM should apply to the Court of Queen’s Bench for a
further Order of Compliance. Changes to the Planning &
Development Act, RM Zoning Bylaw and provincially
regulated Estimated Peak Water Levels necessitate this
recommendation.
Administration is following up with the Water Security Agency to
confirm that the property is located in the floodway prior to drafting a
new Order of Compliance. WSA followed up with the RM on Aug. 4
to confirm the location of the building to review whether it is located
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•

9.

2015 April 7
Council
Meeting

Hydraulic Modeling Study
Motion: That the Water Security Agency
be contacted regarding the availability of
joint funding to undertake a hydraulic
modeling study.

•

•
•
•
•

in the floodway and if there is a safe building elevation. Discussions
are ongoing to confirm floodway/flood fringe areas.
This item should be addressed as part of the proposed hydraulic
modeling study.
The Water Security Agency (WSA) has been contacted to see if
federal or provincial funding is available. The RM has been added
to the funding request list and WSA feels we could rank high given
the development pressures.
Administration also inquired into the requirements/suggestions for
drafting a Request for Proposals should the RM decide to pursue a
study even without funding.
WSA and RM have begun information/data sharing to determine
exactly what type of studies will be required.
A hydraulic modeling study is considered as part of the 2016
Planning Department budget; WSA has been contacted to discuss
the requirements of the study RFP
A meeting was held between RM and WSA reps regarding the study
requirements; an update was on the May 9, 2016 Planning
Committee agenda

2016 May 16 Council Meeting
Motion: That R.M. Council directs Administration to prepare a Request for
Proposals for Phase 1, including the potential for optional scope, of the South
Saskatchewan River Flood Risk Area Study and that a recommendation be
brought back to R.M. Council on the selected consultant in order to award
the contract and enter into a consulting services agreement.
• An RFP was drafted by Administration with input from the WSA.
• On June 22, 2016 the WSA contacted the RM to submit an
application under the National Disaster Assistance Program which is
administered by Public Safety Canada. A funding request has been
made to produce flood hazard mapping for the South Saskatchewan
River in the RM as 1 of 3 pilot projects in the province.
• If successful on this application for federal funding (50%), the WSA
will contribute the other 50% to hire consultants to undertake the
flood hazard mapping project at no cost to the RM. The adjudication
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•
•
•

•

•

•

10.

2016 June
20 Council
Meeting

Development
Servicing
Security
Requirements
Motion: That a policy regarding future
security requirements to come back to
Council for review.

•

•

of the applications should be complete in September 2016; the
project must be completed by March 31, 2018.
If funding is not successful the RM would likely release an RFP later
this year to complete the flood hazard mapping on our own.
Updates will be made to Planning Committee as they are available;
WSA advised we may hear something back by mid-October.
The WSA recently indicated that the application to Public Safety
Canada (PSC) for the national disaster assistance program was
successful and that the WSA will be obtaining flood hazard mapping
for Corman Park south.
Next steps for WSA include receiving Cabinet approval, signing
funding agreements and obtaining a consultant firm to deliver on the
project. Since LiDAR data is available we can anticipate progress
over the winter of 2016/17.
The WSA has indicated that discussions on commitments to the
funding are still ongoing but they have indicated to PSC that no work
nor expenditures within the project will occur within this fiscal year
ending March 31, 2017. The RM inquired whether the project is being
considered during the 2017 budget but no commitment could be
made by WSA. No PCS deadline on the funding could be provided
and it was suggested the RM could help partner with the province
but it would still require provincial spending which is the concern due
to the government-wide fiscal constraint. Administration will continue
to follow up with WSA however political support is required to ensure
this project receives government support to proceed.
The Watershed Management division has yet to receive a response
from senior management on their budget allocations; R.M.
Administration continues to follow up. More information will be
provided at upcoming Planning Committee meetings in order to
determine a course of action.
At the June 13, 2016 Planning Committee meeting, delegations
representing two proposed industrial developments requested that
Council review the amount of security required within R.M. servicing
agreements.
At the June 20, 2016 Council meeting, a motion was passed asking
Administration to bring back options on security requirements for
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Council to consider a new servicing security policy; at item was on
the October 11, 2016 Planning Committee agenda for consideration

11.

2017
February 27
Council
Meeting

Drainage Studies
Motion: That the three drainage studies
be prioritized to be completed in 2017
under one Request for Proposal.

12.

2017 March
27, 2017

Call for Proposals
Motion: That the re-evaluation of the
2013 Multi-parcel Country Residential
Subdivision proposals be received as
information and that Administration send
correspondence as directed to noted
applicants, remove noted applicants from
the list and that the remainder be reevaluated after the P4G Regional Plan is
completed.

2016 October 17 Council Meeting
Motion: That direction be provided for Administration to draft a policy for
Council’s review that includes the following security requirements:
a)
security requirements be 125% if security is provided in cash or
a letter of credit;
b)
security requirements be reduced to 90% if a Performance Bond,
Labour Material Bond and Maintenance Bond is provided; and
c)
Permits will only be issued after the issuance of a Construction
Completion Certificate (CCC).
• The motion was deferred for discussion at Strategic Planning
• At the December 2016 Strategic Planning session it was determined
that a process for vetting developer’s past performance and financial
records should be developed along with insight into what other
jurisdictions are doing
• Based on the discussions at Strategic Planning; Administration is
drafting revised policies for Council to consider; an item for
discussion will be presented at the May 8, 2017 Planning Committee
meeting
• Drainage study areas include Highway No. 11/12 corridor/North
Corman Industrial area; BizHub/Yellowhead/Korpan Industrial area
and East Floral Industrial area
• Now that the budget is passed Administration is currently drafting an
RFP to bring back to Council within 90 days
•

Correspondence letters are currently being drafted by R.M.
Administration and will be going out mid-April. Additional follow up
materials will be added to the Planning Committee agenda as
necessary.
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Planning Committee Presentation Item 4
April 10, 2017
Reeve and Councillors
Re:

Aggregate Resource Extraction Time Limit Extension Request

Background:
As part of the amendments to the Industrial Districts, three information sessions with industrial
landowners were held in January 2017 to provide information on the proposed policies, land uses
and development standards.
Some of the attendees included aggregate/concrete firms; some of the questions they had
included if time limit increases were considered on aggregate resource industries such as sand
and gravel pits. It was expressed that Council wanted to keep the two year renewal time limit.
As follow up from the information session, Inland Aggregates has submitted a letter (attached) for
Council to consider five year renewal time limits on aggregate resource extraction industries.
Council will recall suggestion from Administration to add this consideration to the priorities list for
the R.M. Zoning Bylaw review at the February 21, 2017 Planning Committee meeting; that
prioritization was not selected by Council.
Recommendation:
“That Council receive the Aggregate Resource Extraction Time Limit Extension Request from
Inland Aggregates as information.”

Enclosures: Inland Aggregates letter dated March 29, 2017

Planning Committee Presentation Item 5
April 10, 2017
Reeve and Councillors
Re:

Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Regional Plan

Background:
At the March 31, 2017 Regional Oversight Committee (ROC) meeting, the Engagement Phase 3:
What We Heard Report was received as information and a motion was made to send the
document to all P4G Councils for information; the document is attached to this report for review
and to be received as information.
The next ROC meeting is scheduled for April 27, 2017. The ROC is expected to receive the entire
Regional Plan for review at the meeting. An overflow ROC meeting has been scheduled for May
11, 2017 in case additional time is needed past the April ROC meeting.
P4G is also considering how to update the public from the January/February 2017 engagement
period. It is expected that updated website information and email updates will be sent out in the
coming weeks. Additional public hearings are also required at the time municipal Councils would
have to consider the documents for approval; the details of these future steps are currently being
discussed by the Planning and Administrative Committee (PAC) with more information to follow.
Recommendation:
“That the Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Regional Plan update, including the
Engagement Phase 3: What We Heard Report, be received as information.”

WHAT WE
HEARD REPORT
Engagement Phase 3: January - February 2017
March 20, 2017

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Phase 3 of engagement for the Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth
(P4G) Regional Plan project began with an open house on January 24,
2017 and formally closed on February 24, 2017. The objective of this
stage of engagement was to share and gather feedback on the updated
draft Regional Land Use Map and policies, and on new information related
to the Green Network Study Area and governance policies.
A number of activities were used to engage the public, First Nations
representatives, and expert stakeholders, including:
·

Open house, January 24, 2017 - 313 participants on sign-in sheet

·

Information sessions, January 24 & 25, and February 15, 2017 -82
participants

·

Questionnaire (available online and at open house), January 24 to
February 24, 2017 - 47 completed

·

Draft Regional Land Use Map (available at open house) - 33 sticky
note comments left on map

·

Emails and letters - 51 received

Diverse feedback was received. Recurring themes were similar to those
identified during the second phase of engagement, and included:
·

Many people supported the idea of a long-term, regional
approach to planning. Others felt that the P4G Region covers too
large of an area and that the planning timeframe is too long.

·

Many individuals would like to see the Green Network Study Area
expanded and conditions for development within this area made
more restrictive. Other individuals suggested that the network was
too large and that conditions for development should be made
less restrictive.

·

Some people were concerned about restrictions placed on interim
development in future urban growth areas, particularly in those
areas included in the Growth Map to 700,000. Many landowners
felt that higher intensities of interim development should be
permitted in these areas.

·

A number of people were concerned about the extent and density
of future urban development and its impact on agricultural land
and natural areas.

·

Most people supported the proposed regional approach to
governance and development review; however, some people did
voice concern about the influence of individual municipalities and
the potential for disagreement.

This document is a summary of feedback received and does not
recommend changes to be adopted.
WHAT WE HEARD REPORT

1

2

January 24, 2017 open house. Photo credit: O2 Planning + Design.

PHASE 3 ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW
The third phase of engagement for the Saskatoon North Partnership for
Growth (P4G) Regional Plan took place from January 24 to February 24,
2017. The public, First Nations representatives, and expert stakeholders
were given opportunity to review and provide feedback on the updated
draft Regional Land Use Map and policies, and on new information related
to the Green Network Study Area and governance policies. Activities
included a public open house, seven targeted information sessions, and
an online survey. A number of individuals sent the project team letters and
emails during this time, which are included in the appendix of this
document. Additionally, the project team worked closely with
representatives from all of the First Nations with reserves or Treaty Land
Entitlement land holdings within and near the P4G study area.
Diverse feedback was received. Recurring themes were similar to those
from the second phase of engagement, and included the following:
·

Many people supported the idea of a long-term, regional
approach to planning. Others felt that the P4G Region covers too
large of an area and that the planning time frame is too long.

·

Many individuals would like to see the Green Network Study Area
expanded and conditions for development within this area made
more restrictive. Other individuals suggested that the network was
too large and that conditions for development should be made
less restrictive.

·

Some people were concerned about restrictions placed on interim
development in future urban growth areas, particularly in those
areas included in the Growth Map to 700,000. Many landowners
felt that higher intensities of interim development should be
permitted in these areas.

·

A number of people were concerned about the extent and density
of future urban development and its impact on agricultural land
and natural areas.

·

Most people supported the proposed regional approach to
governance and development review; however, some people did
voice concern about the influence of individual municipalities and
the potential for disagreement.

The first phase of engagement took place from May to July, 2015, and the
second phase took place from February to March, 2016. Feedback
received during these phases is summarized in the What We Heard
Report: Engagement Phase 1 and What We Heard Report: Engagement
Phase 2.

WHAT WE HEARD REPORT

3

WHAT WE DID
A number of activities were used to engage the public, First Nations
representatives, and expert stakeholders, including:
·

Open house at Wanuskewin Heritage Park Visitor Centre — 313
participants on sign-in sheet

·

Targeted information sessions — 82 participants

·

Questionnaire (available online and at open house) — 47
completed

·

Draft Regional Land Use Map (available at open house) — 33
sticky note comments left on map

·

Emails and letters — 51 received

ENGAGEMENT NOTIFICATION

P4G REGIONAL PLAN
RM of Corman Park | City of Saskatoon | City of Martensville | City of Warman | Town of Osler

OPEN HOUSE

The public was notified of engagement opportunities several weeks prior
and leading up to the event through a combination of communications:
·

Email invitations to open house and invite-only information
sessions sent on January 12 to over 480 people

·

Posters at municipal offices and other community venues, and
distributed by organizations

·

Postcard sent to RM of Corman Park households within the study
area

·

Press release circulated on January 10, 17, and 23

·

Advertisements:

Tuesday, January 24, 2017
Wanuskewin Heritage Park Visitor Centre
Penner Road, RM of Corman Park

Come and Go from 1 - 4 PM & 5 - 8 PM
Overviews at 2 PM & 6 PM

WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK!
VIEW the updated draft Regional Land Use Map
LEARN what the Plan will mean for the Region
PROVIDE your input
If you are unable to attend the event, please visit
www.partnershipforgrowth.ca from January 24th to February 24th
to access materials from the Open House and provide comments.

Questions? Please contact us!
SaskatoonP4G@o2design.com
306.500.7434

Open house poster.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
OPEN HOUSE

January 24, 2017

Come and go from 1 - 4 PM & 5 - 8 PM
Overviews at 2 PM & 6 PM

Wanuskewin Heritage Park
Visitor Centre

VIEW the updated draft
Regional Land Use Map
LEARN what the Plan
will mean for the Region
SHARE your input

Penner Road, RM of Corman Park

The municipalities of Corman Park, Saskatoon, Martensville, Warman,
and Osler are working together to create a Regional Plan. Set to be
complete in the spring of 2017, the Regional Plan will guide future
growth by establishing a coordinated approach to land use,
development, and servicing.
We’ve incorporated the input, concerns, and ideas that you shared
online and at public open house events in June 2015 and February
2016. We want to hear your thoughts on the updated content and new
draft regional policies on land use, development, and governance.
If you are unable to attend the event, please visit
www.partnershipforgrowth.ca from January 24th to February 24th
to access materials from the Open House.

QUESTIONS? PLEASE CONTACT US!

Clark’s Crossing Gazette: January 12 (pg. 16, back page) and
January 19 (pg. 3)

·

Star Phoenix: January 14 (forward section) and January 21
(forward section)

·

Eagle Feather News: January edition (pg. 16)

·

Social media posts on Twitter and Facebook

·

Notification on project website

OPEN HOUSE
Date: January 24, 2017
The open house was held at Wanuskewin Heritage Park Visitor Centre. O2
Planning + Design (O2) led the event and members from the Planning and
Administration Committee (PAC) were present to answer questions.
Display boards provided background information, a summary of
engagement to-date, changes to the draft Regional Land Use Map and
associated policies, and information on new policies, including the Green
Network Study Area and regional governance. Two overview sessions

SaskatoonP4G@o2design.com
306.500.7434

Open house postcard.
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·

conducted by O2 provided attendees with a brief description of the
project and display boards.

Draft Regional Land Use Map Comments
Two copies of the draft Regional Land Use Map were provided for people
to comment on, using sticky notes. People were instructed to choose
different note colours depending on the type of feedback they wanted to
provide:
·

Something I like (pink)

·

Something that could be improved (green)

·

General comment (yellow)

Questionnaire
Print copies of the questionnaire were provided at the open house, as
were handouts that directed people to online engagement opportunities.
Participation
Over 313 people attended the open house, mostly residents of Corman
Park or Saskatoon (see Figure 1). Representatives from local, private, and
public organizations also attended, including but not limited to
development and real estate companies, conservation organizations, the
Ministry of Highways and Infrastructure, North Saskatoon Business
Association, PotashCorp, Prairie Spirit School Division, Saskatoon Airport
Authority, Saskatoon Public Library, and Warman Chamber of Commerce.
Figure 1.
Attendance numbers
are based on the
number of people
recorded on the
sign-in sheet.

OPEN HOUSE ATTENDANCE

MUNICIPALITY

NUMBER OF PEOPLE

%

CORMAN PARK

134

43

MARTENSVILLE

10

3

OSLER

6

2

SASKATOON

62

20

WARMAN

3

1

OTHER*

78

25

UNKNOWN**

20

6

TOTAL

313

100

* “Other” includes people who listed organizations outside of a municipality, as well as people
from outside of the P4G Region.
** “Unknown” indicates people that left their location blank.
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TARGETED INFORMATION SESSIONS
Date: January 24, 25, and February 15, 2017
Information sessions with expert stakeholders and First Nation
representatives provided a forum for in-depth discussions. Each session
included a 30-minute presentation followed by a question and discussion
period. Information session attendance was by invitation. Due to time
constraints that shortened the first session, a second session was held with
development industry representatives.
Participation
Information sessions were held with six groups of individuals:
·

District Planning Commission — 8 attendees

·

Broader Regional Committee — 25 attendees

·

Service providers — 18 attendees

·

Conservation organizations — 9 attendees

·

Government representatives — 8 attendees

·

Development industry representatives (1st session) — 8 attendees

·

Development industry representatives (2nd session) — 8 attendees

QUESTIONNAIRE
Date: January 24, 2017 — February 24, 2017
Participation: 47 questionnaires completed: 15 paper copies, 32 online
submissions.
Questionnaires could be submitted between January 24 and February 24
and were made available in two ways. First, people could complete paper
copies at the open house, or take them home and submit them by email,
fax, or by dropping them off at one of the member municipalities. Second,
people could comment on individual information pages online. The
questionnaire was designed to capture feedback about the updated draft
Regional Land Use Map and land use categories, as well as the Green
Network Study Area and regional governance.

LETTERS AND EMAILS
Date: January 24, 2017 — February 24, 2017
Participation: 51 letters and emails were received.
Comments and questions could be submitted to the project team by email
or letter. The project team responded to direct questions and feedback and
recommendations were noted and acknowledged.
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WHAT WE HEARD
The following section summarizes the comments received in the
questionnaire and on the map. The appendix contains a complete list of
questionnaire responses, map comments, and letters and emails sent to
the project team. Potentially identifying or confidential information has
been removed.

QUESTIONNAIRE
The questionnaire was designed to provide the project team with
feedback and an understanding of the range of issues important to
individuals in the region. Eight topics were addressed, and participants
were asked “Do you agree with the information and policies on the display
boards?” and could choose to answer “Agree”, “Neutral”, or “Disagree”.
Space was also provided after each question for participants to leave
comments. A summary of responses for each topic are presented below
and completed questionnaires are included in the appendix.

Question 1. Regional Land Use Map
“All of the proposed areas of
land use are too big. Small
nodes of land use are the
future of urban planning.”

People were asked what they thought of the information and policies
relating to the Regional Land Use Map. Most people (54%) agreed with
the map. People who agreed felt that the map achieves balanced land
use. Those who disagreed did so for a number of reasons. Some people
felt that the map devotes too much land to development. Others

“Glad to see that the
importance of Agriculture
Research lands is noted. The
Green Network Study Area
needs to be addressed
immediately so ecologically
sensitive areas can be
protected.”

disagreed because they want their land classified with a different land use,
or want to be removed from the P4G Region. Finally, a participant
suggested that the future urban areas should not be divided into
residential and commercial/industrial uses, due to uncertainty regarding
the best future uses of land.

“Good balance of land use.
Wouldn’t mind seeing a slightly
greater emphasis on green
study areas.”
figure

2. regional land use map responses
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Question 2. Growth Map to 700,000
“What is the plan for further
density in the CBD and other
neighbourhoods?”

The Growth Map to 700,000 shows were urban municipalities will grow
first to accommodate a Region of 700,000 people. People were asked
what they thought of the map and feedback was somewhat divided.
Almost half of people (46%) agreed with the question, while about a third

“700,000 population area is an
educated guess that likely
involves significant
assumptions. Area identified as
urban residential outside of the
700,000 area should be bound
by same restrictions.”

disagreed. People who disagreed with the question tended to do so for
three reasons. First, some people felt that land use policies should
encourage denser development within urban areas to reduce the future
urban footprint. Second, some respondents felt that the population
projections used to create the map were too high. Third, others
commented that the subdivision policies within the Growth Map to
700,000 area are too limiting.

“Properties that are in these
areas may have two
agricultural residential
subdivisions per quarter
section. TOO RESTRICTIVE!”

figure

3. growth map to 700,000 responses

Question 3. Agricultural Land Uses
“Appreciate the dedication to
Ag. Research.”

People were asked if they agreed with the Agricultural Land Use
Categories, including Agriculture, Agricultural Research, and the AgriFood Node. Most people (57%) agreed. People in agreement indicated

“I think there are farmers, and
younger people interested in
getting into farming, who will
be happy to see the land
zoned for agriculture only,
particularly in an area that
offers nearby urban amenities.”
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that agricultural uses, including research, are valued regional activities.
People tended to disagree for two reasons. First, some people indicated
that more intensive development should be permitted by the Agricultural
category. Second, others felt that less greenfield development should
occur on agricultural land.

“What I do not understand is
why my land is limited to just
agriculture and the 5 per
quarter situation. Someday if
the city expands further west
and takes in my property, what
are the plans then?”

figure

4. agricultural land uses responses

Question 4. Residential Land Uses
“Could have mixed-use nodes
between Martensville and
Warman, and south of
Saskatoon.”
“The mix of residential,
commercial and institutional
will add to the quality of life in
those neighbourhoods. They
won’t become neighbourhoods
where you have to drive
everywhere, and they won’t
become commercial/
institutional areas that are
deserted at night.”

Residential Land Use Categories include Urban Residential
Neighbourhood, Urban Mixed-Use Commercial/Residential Nodes, and
Country Residential. People were asked what they thought of these uses
and over half of people (54%) agreed with them. People tended to support
the mixed use nodes. Some people wanted to see more urban residential
included to the west and south of Saskatoon.

figure

5. residential land uses responses

Question 5. Five per Quarter Constraints Overlay Areas Refinement
“I believe there is too much
urban residential
neighborhood. Much of this
land will not be developed for
another 50 or 60 years which is
two generations of family life
that could be enjoyed.”

The online survey asked people what they thought of the refinement of the
Five per Quarter Constraints Overlay Map (this question was not included
on the survey distributed at the open house). Most people (63%)
disagreed with this question, and it was the only question that more
people disagreed with than agreed with. The majority of comments;
however, did not relate to the five per quarter constraints map. This is
likely due to the question’s position as the first of the online survey. Many
WHAT WE HEARD REPORT
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“Acreage development is just
another name for urban sprawl.
Expanding these areas is a
move in the wrong direction.”

people left comments relating to the overall Plan, and also on acreage
development in general. Those in disagreement did so for two distinct and
opposing reasons. First, some people felt that there should be fewer
restrictions on acreage development in the P4G Region. Second, some
people felt that there should be less acreage development allowed in the
region.

“It is unfair that people who
own land within the constraint
area will not have the option to
develop their land.”

figure

6. five per quarter constraints overlay areas refinement responses

Question 6. Commercial/Industrial Land Uses
“Although some previous
comments indicated a 50 year
plan was too long a time, it is
important to plan such that
interim uses do not negatively
impact future plans for that
land.”

People were asked what they thought of the Urban Commercial/Industrial
and Rural Commercial/Industrial categories. Most people (52%) agreed
with this. People who agreed tended not to leave comments, but the
comments that were left indicated support for the long-term nature of the
Plan. People who disagreed suggested alternate configurations of
commercial/industrial land or indicated that additional uses should be
permitted in these areas, such as five per quarter residential development.

“Interim use criteria is vague
and should not allow
development more dense or
intensive than permissible
uses. There cannot be any
uncertainty about what uses
are allowable - the governance
will never come to consensus.”
figure

“Area west of 33rd street
should be more residential.”
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7. commercial/industrial land uses responses

“If anything this area might be
too small in extent. Once land
is developed we have lost the
ecosystem services they would
otherwise provide.”

Question 7. Green Network Study Area (GNSA) Uses
People were asked what they thought of the GNSA, including its uses,
benefits, and development conditions. Most people (55%) agreed and
comments indicated support for the network’s potential role in ecological
health, education, and quality of life. Of those who disagreed, about half
wanted the GNSA to be expanded and conditions for development made
more restrictive, while the remaining half wanted the GNSA to be reduced

“Development pressures have
only increased, and so has the
threat to what remains of the
original prairie ecosystem. The
P4G process gives us an
opportunity to change our
ways before we lose it all.”

and conditions for development made less restrictive.

“Drainage corridors are
excessively wide, need to be
shored up.”
figure

8. green network study area uses responses

Question 8. Regional Governance
“I do not agree that the area
west of the Saskatoon Freeway
needs to be governed by a
P4G group. Development in
this area cannot be urban and
therefore shouldn’t be involved
in these discussions.”

Information presented on regional governance included general principles,
division of responsibilities, changes from the current system, and the
development review process. People were asked what they thought of
this information and about half of people (52%) agreed. People in
agreement supported the regional, comprehensive approach to planning.
People in disagreement were concerned about the influence of individual
municipalities and the potential for disagreement.

“Nice to see a regional
approach”

“I have some concerns that
municipal councils might
approve plans that the
Regional Oversight Committee
or Planning Commission have
deemed to be inappropriate
when considering the overall
regional plan.”

figure

9. regional governance responses
WHAT WE HEARD REPORT
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MAP COMMENTS
The map activity was designed to provide the project team with feedback
on the updated draft Regional Land Use Map, and an understanding of
the range of values held by individuals in the region.
We received 33 sticky note comments on the map during the open house
(see Figure 10).
Figure 10.
Number of
comments on the
draft Regional Land
Use Map at the open
house, according to
the type of comment
left.

NUMBER OF MAP COMMENTS

COUNT

%

4

12

20

61

GENERAL

9

27

TOTAL

33

100

COMMENT TYPE
LIKE
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

Comments on the map tended to apply to specific sites. In addition to
noting ideas for improvement or areas of concern, the project team
categorized all comments by theme in order to determine the range of
issues identified through this activity. These themes are based on patterns
that emerged as the comments were read and compared. Comments are
summarised on the following page, in Table 1 (all comments are included
in the appendix).

Comments on draft Regional Land Use Maps.
Photo credit: O2 Planning + Design.
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Table 1. comments on regional land use maps

THEME

WHAT WE HEARD

Infrastructure
and Servicing
(11 comments)

• The biosolids facility should be decommissioned and moved, given its location
near the South Saskatchewan River
• Support for airport expansion lands, as well as a suggestion to move the airport
farther from Saskatoon
• Plan for a future light rail transit link between urban municipalities
• Plan for a future landfill

Green Network
Study Area
(GNSA)
(5 comments)

• The corridors of the GNSA should be widened
• GNSA policies should consider climate change and be integrated with the Meewasin Valley Authority NE Swale Management Plan
• Concern that intensive livestock operations are listed as a restricted use in the
GNSA

Site Specific
Comments
(5 comments)

• Concern over the appropriateness of certain developments
• Suggestions to consider water flow and drainage for areas east of Saskatoon

Jurisdiction and
Equity
(4 comments)

• The Plan restricts landowner rights
• The Plan considers too large of an area and has too long of a timeframe
• The City of Saskatoon may have surrendered too many future opportunities

Land Use and
Land Use Policy
(3 comments)

• Small area north of Osler may be better suited for Urban Commercial/Industrial
than Urban Residential Neighbourhood
• Five per quarter development should be permitted on land that borders both a
highway and property where five per quarter is permitted
• The Plan should focus on fewer, higher density neighbourhoods to foster
sustainable growth

Special Policy
Areas
(3 comments)

• The Agri-Food Node is a great idea for tourism
• Call the Agricultural Research area Innovation Fields
• Areas surrounding Wanuskewin should be subject to light pollution controls

Saskatoon
Freeway
(2 comments)

• When will the routing of the freeway be decided?
• The north end of the freeway cuts off the City of Saskatoon

WHAT WE HEARD REPORT
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WHAT WE
HEARD REPORT
APPENDIX
Engagement Phase 3: January - February 2017
April 3, 2017

CONTENT
This document contains the feedback received during the third phase of
engagement for the Saskatoon North Planning for Growth (P4G) Regional
Plan. It includes responses to the paper and online questionnaire, emails,
letters, and a petition sent to the project team, and sticky note comments
left on the draft Regional Land Use Map at the January 24, 2017 open
house. Identifying information has been removed.
Questionnaire.............................................................................................2
Emails, Letters, and Petition.....................................................................48
Map Comments......................................................................................170
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QUESTIONNAIRE
This section contains all of the paper and online questionnaire responses
received between January 24 and February 24, 2017. Responses have not
been edited for spelling or grammar.
Fifteen completed paper questionnaires are included. Responses to the
online questionnaire are organized according to topic area.
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ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE TOPIC: REGIONAL LAND USE MAP
What do you think of this?
RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

There are several things you are missing, and the devil is in the details.
1. Most of the plans and strategies you have are civil engineering plans, but you
are really missing a Sustainability Plan. A Sustainability Plan would include: 1) A
Natural Areas & Wetlands Policy, 2) a Light Pollution Abatement Policy, 3) a
Public Transportation Plan, 4) a Resource Conservation & Management Plan
(including a GHG Reduction Plan). What has been presented to date is a set of
planning maps. It is really difficult to determine if the P4G Land Use Plan is any
good if there are no details to what the maps are saying, yet the process for
approval of the Land Use Plan appear to be on a fast-track.

Disagree

All of the proposed areas of land use are too big. Small nodes of land use are the
future of urban planning and this design strategy is from the 1960-80's

No Opinion

significant amount of residential development planned on east side of river &
significant amount of commercial development planned for north west side of
river creating imbalance. Martensville & Warman will need to continue to be the
fastest growing cities in the country to keep up with Saskatoon's plans. I am
hoping that the city of Saskatoon doesn't create any road blocks for surrounding
communities.

No Opinion
Agree
Agree

Industrial should be further back from the main highways and accessed by a
frontage road. Avoid the mess we created on Circle Drive/Yellowhead highway
that the new north bridge connects to.

Disagree

Nodes are not worth noting on map, urban expansion areas should not be
defined as residential or commercial/industrial due to uncertainty about what is
the best future use.

Agree
Agree
Disagree

As before, I would like the area west of the Saskatoon Freeway taken out of this
study.

Agree
Agree

Glad to see that the importance of Agriculture Research lands is noted. The
Green Network Study Area needs to be addressed immediately so ecologically
sensitive areas can be protected.

No Opinion
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RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

We have some comments regarding
and
(the two pieces
together are a little over 42 acres). The land is directly East of Warman along
Highway 11. We were hoping to have this land designated as Urban
Commercial/Industrial for the following reasons:
1. The land is directly
from the City of Warman which
has a population of over 11,000 according to the 2015 census. The close
proximity of the land to the city makes it convenient for residents to access the
property in the case that commercial services were provided there.
2. The
boundary of the property runs along
directly across from
the City of Warman.
3. The entire
boundary of the property is touching land that is already
designated as Urban/Commercial/Industrial which will need access provided to
it. This means that the property will also have access from
.
4. All of the land
of the property until the Northern boundary of Osler
along the
side of
is characterized as
Urban/Commercial/Industrial (5 km of continuous designated
Urban/Commercial/Industrial land).
5. The close proximity to the new interchange.
6. All services including Warman sewer services are already present at the
property (Warman sewer services run along the
side of the property in the
ditch of
7. The property is flat and dry having no water collection areas or problems with
sloughs.
8. The property has high visibility components from both Highway11 and the City
of Warman making it ideally suited for commercial development."

Disagree
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Needs another category that allows bigger lots for country residential but
ensures decent building with looking after the septic. If the country residential
area is built on by Eagle Ridge and these new 95 houses let their sewer and
water go individually down the hill, you won't be happy to build your urban
residential houses there. You will have a big problem to fix.

ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE TOPIC: GROWTH MAP TO 700,000
What do you think of this?
RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

Properties that are in these areas may have two agricultural residential
subdivisions per quarter section. TOO RESTRICTIVE!
Saskatoon: 2.5% increase/year
WILDLY OPTIMISTIC.
Warman, Martensville, and Osler: 4.0% increase/year
OPTIMISTIC
Corman Park: 1.0% increase/year
OPTIMISTIC

No Opinion
Agree
Disagree

Who was responsible for determining the future growth of Martensville? Was it
based on the Associated Engineering's preferred growth option?

Disagree

It appears there will be development allowed right up to the edge of the south
side of the South Saskatchewan River in places. I firmly believe both sides of
the river should be declared as public right of way and have a set back The only
development along the river should be a road (meandering) to enable views of
this treasure such as the North shore road along the St Lawrence.

Disagree

700,000 population area is an educated guess that likely involves significant
assumptions. Area identified as urban residential outside of the 700,000 area
should be bound by same restrictions.

Agree
Agree
Disagree

I would like the portion west of the Saskatoon Freeway taken out of the P4G
study. It cannot be urban or developed because of the potash mine area and I
would like it to remain wholly in Corman Park planning.

Disagree

I don't believe that these communities will have a growth rate of the projected
values each and every year in the next forty years.

Agree
Agree

Given the current economic climate it appears that the original population
estimates were too high.

Disagree

Sprawl, sprawl, sprawl. The green spaces on this map are mostly very
constricted and will be hard pressed to provide ecological connections. What
about the idea that nature needs 50%?

Disagree

You need a detailed plan for country residential also. Stop this bs that rules and
procedure are only for some people and not for all. If you don't follow the rules
you don't build!
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ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE TOPIC: REGIONAL LAND USE MAP - AGRICULTURAL
What do you think of this?
RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

Agri-Food Node should be allowed through the area outside the perimeter
highway. In addition to other nodes of urban/retail/industrial mix.

No Opinion

unclear where the Vehicle Parkedway Bridge" is actually located on map... the
river crossing on map looks like it is marked to far north ?... aren't they already
building it south of 71st street near chem plant ??"

No Opinion

the best land will have to be taken for other uses then agriculture when it is
needed for Saskatoon sprawl.

Agree
Agree

The Agricultural Research area is a very important part of this area.

Agree

I agree with the designated agriculture areas within this map

Agree
No Opinion
Agree
Agree

Although some older farmers may have their plans for liquidating their land
assets I think there are farmers, and younger people interested in getting into
farming who will be happy to see the land zoned for agriculture only, particularly
in an area that offers nearby urban amenities.

Agree
Agree
Disagree

My comments relate to the Intended Uses and Restricted Uses of Agricultural
Land. My land is 1.6 km
of the Saskatoon Freeway on
. In the proposed plan, we are to be agriculture land with intended
uses to include the 5 per quarter option if it becomes a reality. While I
understand that there are potential issues because of potash mining under our
property, I also understand that there is a 20 year window on the decision to not
develop on this land. What I do not understand is why my land is limited to just
agriculture and the 5 per quarter situation. Someday if the city expands further
west and takes in my property, what are the plans then? If we can see to a city
of 700,000 or a million people, why can we not see what the ultimate use of my
land will be when the city expands out to my area? It seems to me that we are
limited to a very narrow range now and will be at the whim of someone I will
never know, somewhere in the future.

Disagree
Agree
Agree
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Love the agriculture lands

ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE TOPIC: REGIONAL LAND USE MAP - RESIDENTIAL
What do you think of this?
RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

Agri-node permitted, more than five permitted. no Intensive livestock operations

Disagree

residential mostly east side. the west side land near the mines should be used
for agriculture, but there should also be more residential condo on the west side
too.

No Opinion
No Opinion

Future seniors care facilities would be best established at the edge of the future
urban residential zone early in this timeline. This would allow for years of care for
seniors in a quiet, country living type environment yet close to hospital needs.
With the numerous farming families close to retirement, this would be a
wonderful transition for them.

Agree
I am concerned about the country residential development near Porter Lake.
This is nationally recognized as an Important Bird Area (IBA)- an area of special
concern because of its function in providing breeding, resting and feeding places
for very many waterfowl and shorebird species. It is regularly monitored by
voluneer stewards for that reason. Any residential development nearby must be
sufficiently set back with a buffer area, so that they do not negatively impact the
wetland itself or its surrounding vegetative areas.
Agree

Maintain a right-of-way along the river, ie a set back so we don't have the private
access by homeowners such those in West Nutana. Also is smart to avoid
developments along the slumping prone S Sask river.

Disagree

It must be stated that interim uses more dense or intensive than permissible
uses will not be allowed even if they satisfy the interim use criteria. ie...if some
development suggests that they could easily transition from on-site to urban
servicing, they still should not be allowed to build over 2 or 4/acre as allowed.
Interim use criteria is too vague to supersede the permissible uses stated.

Agree
Agree

The mix of residential, commercial and institutional will add to the quality of life in
those neighbourhoods. They won't become neighbourhoods where you have to
drive everywhere, and they won't become commercial/institutional areas that are
deserted at night.

No Opinion
Agree
Agree

It is important that intensive livestock operations be restricted to protect the
watershed.

Disagree

Green corridors within the areas of intensive urban development are too narrow,
most notably along the river.
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RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Agree

I agree with new interim uses for Urban Residential but disagree with the change
to the map of the area by Strawberry Hills to Country Residential. That area
should also need to have ready servicing for septic since it is uphill from future
City development.
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ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE TOPIC: REGIONAL LAND USE MAP - FIVE PER QUARTER
What do you think of this?
RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

No restriction necessary as most of these areas are far removed from city needs

No Opinion

it will be interesting to see how Saskatoon at 500,000 looks like.. maybe very small narrow town
houses with no backyards ?. 700,000 to 1,000,000 there will definitely need to be more inward
and upward growth. eventually the building height limits that city of Saskatoon enforces will
have to be removed.

Agree

Hello.
I agree with the overall concept to have a plan, which allows you to be set up for success in the
future. I also realize additional details need to be worked out on timing of each subdivision, and
where development goes next.
My only concern is the accessibility for utilities to service these areas. I believe it would be
prudent to have dedicated Utility Corridors for Major services, such as Water, Wastewater,
Storm. Power, and Gas. these corridors could be located close to roadways or existing utilities.
This will ensure that communities and subdivisions can be serviced with out each utilities
individually making their own path and segmenting your subdivisions. As well as keeping costs
to the public down by ensuring easier access to these services.
These utility corridors could represent urban green space or municipal drainage corridors as
well.

Disagree

Along 305 highway rural commercial /industrial should go all the way west to include NW31 38 5
w3rd

Disagree

I believe there is too much urban/residential neighborhood. Much of this land will not be
developed for another 50 or 60 years which is two generations of family life that could be
enjoyed. Allowing more acreages to be built in this area would help the RM by increasing their
population and thus their tax base and, if proper studies are done, establishing now where the
best infrastructure can be laid for these acreages which will have as little interference as possible
for the future.

Disagree

Why would you allow 5/quarter or 3/80 acres around a potential treatment plant? Who will pay
to extend services?

Agree

Allowing acreages seems a waste of infrastructure, As long as there is sufficient water for further
development at full cost to the end-user, then I have no objections.

No Opinion

I don't understand the question. Does it mean that subdivisions to 5yard sites per quarter are
permitted but nothing more? What happens after the plan is completed?

Agree
Disagree

It is unfair that people who own land within the constraint are will not have the option to develop
their land. We own it and pay the taxes on it, yet we are restricted to even build a residence.

Disagree

The whole RM should be treated equally in regards to 5 per quarter.

Disagree

EXCLUDE THE P4G PLAN FOR THE AREA IN DIVISION 4 OUTSIDE THE PERIMETER
HIGHWAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

No Opinion
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RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

Acreage development is just another name for urban sprawl. Expanding these areas is a move in
the wrong direction.

Disagree

Acreage development is simply urban sprawl by another name. Enlarging the area dedicated to
five per quarter" or 3 per 80 acres is a retrograde step."

Disagree

The area west of Strawberry Hills mentioned in #4 on previous slide makes no sense as the
boundary was the grassland/conservation area and now is a roadway. Have you even looked at
the flooding on Fleury Road north of that property? Did you note how the proposed development
for the area denied flooding but the road is flooded beyond ever using it again? The proposed
development that you changed the designation for is planning to build roads and lots thru the
standing water on the land and destroy the grasslands and add to the water by not having a
common septic plan. You should look up the mail out that was sent to the local residents and
posted online. Definitely looks like a disaster.
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ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE TOPIC: REGIONAL LAND USE MAP - COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
What do you think of this?
RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

There is a HUGE hole in the plan when it comes to public transportation with a growth to a
million philosphy. Having four linearly placed towns and cities is a perfect opportunity for public
mass transit. There is not current area reserved for a light rail, rapid transit buses, dedicated
self-driving taxis or a similar mechanism to move a lot of people quickly area to area for work
and integration. The Sask Highways are currently dangerous and congested already, and there
is no reserved space for expansion. Best would be a linear, flat greenspace that would be an
interconnecting park until LRT plans are in place in a decade or two, then you don't have to tear
down infrastructure to move people in the future.. I can barely believe this has been completely
ignored, and that single occupant car and truck transportation is being perpetuated long into the
future!

Disagree

agri-node permitted, five per quarter permitted

Disagree

area west of 33rd street should be more residential.

Agree
No Opinion
Agree

Saskatoon freeway needs to go down rge rd 3065 not 3064 region as one of the routes
considered. this would be a waste of land needed for ag infrastructure.

Agree
Agree
Disagree

Again, interim use criteria is vague and should not allow development more dense or intensive
than permissible uses. There cannot be any uncertainty about what uses are allowable - the
governance will never come to consensus.

Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree

Some of this land is already subdivided into ten acre and seventy acre parcels owned by
different people. Those who own land that does not have a residence on it will have their land
devalued because of the building restriction. There may be no development on this land for the
next forty years. Since this may be the case, that land is not of the same value if it was able to
be developed now. We are paying today for what may happen in forty to fifty years.

Agree
Agree

Although some previous comments indicated a 50 year plan was too long a time lime it is
important to plan such that interim uses do not negatively impact future plans for that land.

No Opinion

What protection will there be for the significant wetlands within the commercial/industrial zones?
Industrial development and conservation can be surprisingly compatible.

No Opinion
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ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE TOPIC: GREEN NETWORK STUDY AREA
What do you think of this?
RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Disagree

This is deficient. A Wetlands Policy is too restricted. What is needed is a Natural Areas and Wetlands
Policy, since the only things that live in wetlands are wetland creatures. Boundaries of wetlands are often
defined as the where the dry flatland ends and the slope to the swamp begins. However, dryland creatures
also need living habitat, so large areas around wetland also need to be preserved, even if it is flat and easy
to develop into house or factories. Dryland animals need grazing lands, bushes and flat areas where they
can walk around wetlands. The NE Swale Master Plan is very difficient in this area - Saskatoon did not
realize that more area besides swampland is needed to be preserved. Areas several hundred metres in size
adjacent to wetlands accomodate drylanders. For example, a roughed grouse lek was discovered otuside of
the NE Swale on land that is designated for development - grouse are not wetland birds!! So . the
spiderweb of interconnected areas will die unless they are widened in the name of proper natural
conservation. The ratio of development to greenlands is way too far skewed toward develeopment, so the
greenlands are simply not sustainable within the current plan.

Disagree

So completely wrong as to lead a person familiar with urban/land use to think that you have never been to
physically inspect these areas.
WRONG

Agree

I agree as long as there a straight forward (non-curvy) walking and bike paths within green areas.

Agree
Disagree

We live in a farm setting and Corman Park should not be making changes without proper consultations with
the people in the area.

Agree

I believe the Green Network Study Area is a great idea. I would hope and encourage the decision makers to
begin this study as soon as possible. If rural and urban are to co-exist in harmony, that relationship needs
tom start being built before future development starts, not when ann issue arises. Some rural residents need
the water that flows through this region as a resource for agricultural purposes. So I would hope we can
think of water not just in terms of drainage, but also as an opportunity for educational, recreational and an
enhanced quality of life.
Question: what is meant by commerciaL grazing?"

Agree
Agree

No Opinion
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More detailed regulations and policies need to be produced to actively protect the Green Network Study
area and these shoud be agreed to and enforced by all parties to the Regional Plan. The current Green
Network Study area does not include their extensions into the City limits, so a compativle plan should be
developed by the City to ensure a comprehensive approach to the preservation of these green corridors and
wetlands.

RESPONSE

COMMENTS
We are a prairie region, where predominant natural features include native vegetative uplands, and
permanent/semi-permanent/transient wetlands. All are important and unique to this type of ecosystem. In
the past, we have grossly undervalued these attributes and destroyed them with nary a thought. They were
so much easier to destroy than mountains, deep forests, or steep ravines, and therefore so much more
vulnerable. Now we understand their ecological value and have a greater appreciation for their subtle
beauty. But development pressures have only increased, and so has the threat to what remains of the
original prairie ecosystem. The P4G process gives us an opportunity to change our ways before we lose it
all.
There needs to be recognition of this fundamental value, in what we call the spaces we hope to preserve.
The term "study area" sounds like they warrant only temporary consideration, or that we really don't know if
they are important at all. We DO know what they mean, and we are adamant that they be protected. (How
ironic, in the only urban region in Canada with a School of Environment and Sustainability, on the prairies,
we risk not getting this right!). We have the tools and the skilled observers who can catalogue the important
natural features of uplands and wetlands. We need to use those skills to inventory all wetlands and native
prairie in the P4G area BEFORE decisions about development are made. And the plan should include
provision for regularly updating such inventories in future to monitor our stewardship of these precious
resources.
We know that people will pay more to live near natural areas where they can view, walk and enjoy the natural
features. This should tell us that preserving and protecting these areas is both an economic and a quality-oflife issue. Oh, and by the way, please use the term "wildlife-viewing" rather than "bird-watching" - the latter
is only one small part of the enjoyment of nature!
It was noted that the City of Saskatoon has a wetland policy that might be applied in the larger area. This
only has meaning if it is implemented, and the City has been very slow to act on its own policy. This inaction
must not be repeated in the P4G.
I agree that the storm water management function of some parts of these areas is very important, indeed, it
might be what ultimately ensures their preservation. But when sensitive areas are engineered for these
purposes, it is too often without regard for the impacts of disturbance on maintaining the ecological values.
Firms that do this kind of work are not all created equal we need to ensure that we make good choices of
who undertakes this work, and also to closely monitor the process with the ecological sensitivities in mind.
We cannot stress enough the importance of the heirarchy of procedures in dealing with sensitive and
irreplaceable natural areas: FIRST avoid any impact on the area. Minimizing unavoidable impacts, and
compensating for impacts that "cannot" be minimized, are distant 2nd and 3rd options.
Connectivity between protected areas is important for both wildlife and people. These areas must not be
viewed in isolation, but in terms of their relationships to each other and to neighbouring environments. We
have an opportunity to pay attention to context! For that reason it's disturbiing to see any suggestion that
proposed developments could be viewed, optionally, on the scale of their own footprints or their relation to
the immediate surroundings. That's another way of saying we'll judge them only on their own terms without
regard to their place in the larger environment.
The issue of lighting is a good example of the negative effects of narrow vision. We know more than ever
about the impacts of artificial lighting on the health and well-being of species, including plants and animals,
and ourselves. And yet we still pretend that artificial light only impacts on its immediate surroundings.
That's a bit analogous to peeing in a pool. And so, a dark sky policy should prevail throughout the P4G area
- lead the way.
Finally, I am concerned about the absence of reference to the MVA in the plan. We know that the MVA can
have a very beneficial impact on how we steward the river valley the authority should be extended beyond
the city and throughout the river valley in the P4G area. It has demonstrated how a long-term vision can
guide development, create a better-educated public, and protect what we value most about our
environment. The MVA is under threat it would be so helpful if the P4G strongly endorsed its continuation
and expansion.
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RESPONSE

COMMENTS
I like that there are green zones indicated along all the major riverbanks and waterways. I do not like that
there doesn't seem to be similar protection within the City area. I also recommend the river areas be kept as
right of ways, with a (meandering) road as the first development alongside the river separated by more green
space before there is development, similar to Wascana Lake in Regina and the St Lawrence River North
shore.

Agree

Both sides of the River and waterways should be reserved for public (and wildlife) right-of-way. Agree about
the views to be maintained from Wanuskewin, but don't agree that should be limited to line of sight views
only - also odour, noise, smokestack emissions etc must be curtailed. Ensure the wildlife corridors are
maintained which includes wildlife friendly developments such as already seen in the area and similar to
Banff National Park.

Disagree

Drainage corridors are excessively wide, need to be shored up. In some places the corridors appear several
km's wide which is ridiculous.

Agree
Agree

If anything this area might be too small in extent. Once land is developed we have lost the ecosystem
services they would otherwise provide. Have the expansion plans of Wanuskewin been addressed in this
plan. The vision of Wanuskewin as a world heritage site would put Saskatoon on the map as a world class
tourist destination.

Agree
Agree
Disagree

GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
I'M MAD AS HELL

Agree
Agree

The importance of the Green Study Network can not be understated. The Study of these areas should go
ahead as soon as possible. The importance of these areas must be communicated to the public, developers
and municipal and provincial authorities. Everyone must understand why it is important to conserve these
lands and implement uniform policies with consistent assessments to protect these valuable lands.
Unfortunately, some may see conservation as the reason land for urban development is reduced.

Disagree

Where to begin? First, I am dismayed that this feature of the plan is labelled as a Study Area." This tells me
that determining the boundaries of the green-space/green-infrastructure zone will be an ongoing struggle.
Where is the agreed-to plan for resolving the unresolved questions? What about protection for wetlands and
grasslands outside the proposed green network? How will the tug-of-war between "storm water
management" and conservation be resolved? (I'm thinking of contamination and the tendency of
municipalities to use natural drainage areas as wasteland.) Without a clear and meaningful designation of
these areas as conservation areas/ wild lands, they will simply become utility corridors. All I see here is
urban sprawl and 1950s thinking."

Disagree

I am very disappointed in this aspect of the proposal. The participants in this process have not been able to
agree on the boundaries of these green corridors, leaving this element of the plan uniquely open to further
consideration. Did it come down to the usual tug-of-war between short-term profit and a larger vision of
sustainability and survival? We live in one of the most endangered ecosystems on Earth, and yet we
continue to act without reverence or respect for the natural heritage of this place. It's shocking. The green
areas defined on the map are too narrow and too fragmented. The provisions to protect wetlands, natural
grasslands and other quality habitat from degradation are not adequately defined, either now or in the future.
The regional governance structures you've proposed will be primarily intent on $$$. The plan also cries out
for a regional conservation authority to balance the pressures of development.

Disagree

I don't agree that a checklist is enough to get your land out of the area. Who will fill that out and have it
checked? Looks like it would have a great deal of being mistakenly filled out wrong to be allowed to build
and flood others. Oops did I not notice the flooding - with no enforcement. Seem like a weak plan.
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RESPONSE

COMMENTS
There is a lot of water east of the Hamlet of Eagle Ridge that is not shown on the map in the Green Network
Study Area. There have been chronic water issues in Eagle Ridge and despite the young age of this
neighbourhood, many septic mounds have failed. Water comes from the area east, where there is a
proposal for the Eagle Heights development. There are serious health and safety concerns about the lack of
planned infrastructure before developing this area. Corman Park does not seem interested in it's own
bylaws. There are also other infrastructure concerns such as traffic and roadways that have not been
addressed by the developer. A lack of proper infrastructure should be a huge concern for the P4G as the city
moves east and this cannot be taken lightly, nor should it proceed quickly for political reasons.
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ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE TOPIC: REGIONAL GOVERNANCE
What do you think of this?
RESPONSE

COMMENTS

Agree
Agree

So - just because I agree doesn''t mean I think you will do the right thing.
As Governance you need to do the following:
- develop your plans AHEAD of development - and that is not happening now and won't happen
in the near future
- develop a Sustainability Plan, since it really seems that what is being developed is a Civil
Engineering Plan that tells everyone where to build, but tells no one what is important in
conservation and sustainability. Elsewhere, I have commented that the Wetlands Policy is too
restrictive and that a Natural Areas Conservation and Wetlands Plan is needed. Often, civil
engineers and city planners think of Conservations a "what is left over after we've run out of land
we can build on",
- you need to harmonize all plans and bylaws between all cities and towns (and Saskatoon is 5
years befhind on most oft heir conservation plans and most have not even been started, so P4G
needs to take the lead,)
- if Wanuskewin wants to expand, stay natural and file for UNESCO certification, the all of P4G
needs to support Wansukewin DAY and NIGHT by creating a rules within a very wide buffer zone
since all pollutants - water pollution, air pollution, light pollution, invasive species introduction
(plant seeds, etc.) all will come from the P4G communities. There is no point in preserving
Wanuskewin if P4G doesn't respect them and will pollute them day and night.
The devil is in the details - not in the maps we've been shown. The maps show promise but
once the details are done, likely this will just be one big civil engineering project, and not really a
world-class best practices management plan.
Give me a call sometime ...
I am
and I would really
like P4G to develop a world-class light pollution abatement plan. I am not going to go into
details here, since last year, I presented a detailed letter to O2 Planning and Design, and I expect
my recommendations to be adopted in the detailed policies of P4G. An LPA plan already exists
in Saskatoon, called the Dark-sky Policy, though, as with all their environmental plans, they are
simply not done yet. But I do expect that P4G will have an integrated LPA Plan for the whole
area. Right now, there is no light polluton plan, and I am wholely disappointed that from
Wanuskewan's from door - a heritage park - you can already see the dazzling unshielded lights
of develepments within Corman Park. Wanuskewin cannot obtain UNESCO certification of it is
constantly being polluted by P4G developments day and NIGHT.
One only has to look at the current development of a huge greenhouse right in front of the
Medicine Hat airport main runway, and see the glare and transportation safety issue that has
been created by the super-bright light emitting from the greenhouse. Read the story, and tell me
you do not need a light pollution management plan. There are so many advantages, and zero
disadvantages, but it becomes very difficult to implement such a plan once all of the lights of
development have already createdd nuisance, hazard, light trespass and environmental
degredation. Please read the Medicine Hat news story and read the plan I sent to O2 last year.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/medicine-hat-pilots-greenhouse-lights-1.3937748
http://medicinehatnews.com/news/local-news/2017/01/18/county-postpones-greenhouselighting-decision/

Disagree
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This plan should be scrapped.

RESPONSE

COMMENTS

No Opinion
Agree
Disagree
No Opinion
Agree

What would be the appeal process if a municipality appoves a development in disagreement
with Regional Plan or the recommendations of the P4G District Planning Commission or
Oversight Committee?

Agree
Agree
Agree

I think this is a difficult task as municipalities may have differing goals. However, there is no easy
solution.

Agree
Agree

I am impressed with the policy-based approach being taken by P4G. The guiding principles that
are particularly important to me are Partnership, Efficciencies, Flexibility, and the three pillars of
sustainability, which I think of as Profit, People and the Planet. I think that starting with a vision
and principles, and carefully considered policies, will provide for consistency of decision making.
I appreciate the staged public involvement approach and these on-line pages that report on
what P4G is hearing and how the concerns are being addressed. I noticed that the First Nations
in the area are not represented on the ROC and PAC. Is is an oversight or did they decline to
participate?

Disagree

I do not agree that the area west of the Saskatoon Freeway needs to be governed by a P4G
group. Development in this area cannot be urban and therefore shouldn't be involved in these
discussions.

Disagree

I disagree because the whole region will be controlled by the large urban municipalities who may
have an interest in the area, but do not own any of it.

Agree
Disagree

I have some concerns that municipal councils might approve plans that the Regional Oversight
Committee or Planning Commission have deemed to be inappropriate when considering the
overall regional plan. Is there an arbitration or equivalent process if there is disagreement about a
development?

Disagree

A regional conservation authority should be created to protect the public interest in the Green
Areas Network.

Agree

I agree that we need a collaborative governance that reviews ALL multi parcel subdivisions in the
region. Be very sure that conflict of interest is disclosed and have huge fines for member that
breaks that trust. If a developer puts forward a proposal that does not meet the rules in place
they should be turned away until they put forward a proposal that does meet the same rules that
everyone else complies with. We are getting so tired of the favouritism that happens in Corman
Park!
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EMAILS AND LETTERS
This section contains all of the emails and letters received
received between January 24 and March 24, 2017. A petition
submission is also included. Identifying information has been
removed from the petition submission; however, it included 86
names. Note that the petition was not checked for duplicate
names.
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From:
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 7:58 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: P4G Drainage Areas

Hello
I had the opportunity to speak with the Head of Mosquito Control for the province. He advised me
that he was he has not been contacted by anyone from your initiative.
He assured me if there is a flow of water in the drainage areas that mosquitos really wouldnt be an
issue, however in looking at your plan I see no pumping stations references and nothing that leads
me to believe that the planning group has in fact addressed this pending health threat.
Currently there is a small area around the city that Saskatoon mosquito control addresses with
treatment and ratepayers affected are
grateful for this but what is the guarantee of protection moving forward. Is the city going to
financially commit to treating all waterbodies in this area? Once ear marked for drainage future
governments may in fact, not ensure the safety of ratepayers by the mere fact of omission from
the start. I have reached out to the health regions disease control and am waiting to hear back.
If this has all been addressed I must apologize as I could not find it anywhere in the reference
materials on your site.
Certainly now there is standing water in these areas but if it is earmarked for future water
conservation and accumulation this is a health risk that MUST be addressed as part of the plan.
Who will be liable, will it be you?

Many things have been apparently marginalized by the P4G planning group I truly hope the health
of ratepayers will not be the next thing. Typically studies for disease control take years, as there has
been no addressing this for future generations I wonder how you will successfully do so before
your April deadline.

Thank you

Ratepayer
Corman Park
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January 13th, 2017
RE: Planning for Growth Model Concerns
Dear Andrew and Christine
My name is

and I own
. I purchased this land in 2008 with the intense hope of being able to build an acreage
there. I knew at the time, that I would not be able to build immediately as there were two farm sites on
the other 90 acres but, was hoping this zoning would be changing.
For the past few years, I have been emailing , primarily, Chad Watson with Corman Park in order to get
answers. He has been helpful and polite and has provided for me an explanation of what I have asked.
This past summer, I have also met with Judy Harmon and Rebecca Row.
Please bear with me as I go through the history since the time I have purchased my land. I think it is very
important that you see that I have done what has been asked and been patient with the decisions that
were made. Included in this history are some responses I recently had from Rebecca Row of Corman
Park to help clarify the situation as well as your responses, Andrew, from March 2016.
2008 - Purchased the 70 acres.
2009 - Some conversations ( I believe with Bill Delainey) about possibly subdividing. He made it very
clear not to start any process (surveys, applications, etc) as I would be wasting my time.
2011 - Emails with Chad Watson again discussing the potential of being able to build on my land. He said
to wait as things may be opening up as application was to be made to the Provincial government for a
new policy.
The following is an email response from Rebecca Rowe from 2016. "In 2011/2012, the R.M. undertook
a review of our Official Community Plan (OCP) and Zoning Bylaw; the documents at that time included '4
per 1/4 section' provisions (similar to the '5 per 1/4' but different). So when you spoke to Chad back
then he was correct in suggesting the rules were likely to change. However, in 2012 Council put the OCP
and Zoning Bylaw review on hold as they were unhappy with some clauses in the documents. Beginning
in 2013 we started looking at ways to allow for '4 or 5 per 1/4 section' without having to get a whole
new OCP and Zoning Bylaw."
2011/12 - I saw that the proposal from Corman Park was going forward to possibly allow for more
development. I Phoned my councillor Joanne Janzen for an update. She was excited that I would be able
to be building soon and even mentioned about picking out a floor plan.
2012 ? - In February, I believe in 2012, I attended the meeting in Langham in regards to the new
proposal to potentially allow for 5 units per 160 acres put forth by Corman Park. I was told at that time
that we would find out by April of the following year of what was to happen. I was also told to wait until
the next year, maybe by February, and not to do anything more. "Contact us at that time" was what I
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was told.
The following is an email response from Rebecca in 2016. "This would have been the time we had some
of the Open Houses (Langham) was to show the public our proposed '5 per 1/4 section' policy. Council
passed the bylaws and submitted them to the province for approval. During that approval process, the
province asked a number of provincial agencies and urban municipalities for comments. The bylaws
were returned to us at that time as we had a number of comments to work through and revise (i.e.
effects on agricultural, Ministry of Highways comments, urban growth considerations, etc.) from this
provincial bylaw referral process."
2012 November - I received a letter from my neighbor, the Ens family, about their 4 site on 40 acre
parcel that they were allowed to start. I was confused. I contacted the RM and was told that if I had
applied between May and August of that year to subdivide, that I would have been put on a list to
subdivide. I phoned Joanne Janzen and she was very frustrated about the "magical list", as she called it,
and to how one would get their name on it. I too was very frustrated as there was no verbal mention of
this in February.
2013 - The "5 per 1/4" proposal was turned down by the government as more studies needed to be
done. I decided to be patient and wait until I heard about the next proposal.
At this point, I was quite frustrated. Originally, I was hoping to be able to build upon my land before I
retired from teaching - around the year 2017. At this time, I realized that I may not be able to build
before I retired but was still hopeful. I wanted to avoid undertaking a huge project on a retired income.
2015 - Saw that the proposal was finalized. Emailed Chad and he said my land was in the exempt zone
in the P4G model and to wait. By June of 2016 he said a decision would be made.
Since no decision occured , I met with Judy Harwood and Rebecca Rowe in July of 2016. They agreed
with my latest concerns about being in the exempt area and that urban development would probably
not occur in that area for many, many years. They said there was a good chance the decision would not
be finalized by spring or later of 2017.
I agreed with them that urban development would not occur for many years - even in your response,
Andrew, you said "decades".(see below) They suggested contacting you and discussing my concerns and
the concerns of the RM that too much land is being designated as urban residential.
Response from Andrew Bjorn March 31, 2016:
"First, the draft Regional Land Use Map is *not* a zoning map. Corman Park and the other municipalities
in the Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth are coordinating on what the region will look like as the
Saskatoon area grows to 1 million people. The “urban residential” designation is for the long-term, and
the actual zoning may not change for years (if not decades). When it does, it would likely be around the
time when Martensville would be annexing more land for urban development.
Your taxes would not likely increase, since this won’t be a zoning change. This would be something to
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raise with Corman Park to confirm, but it isn’t expected because of the Plan.
Finally, if you’re looking to change zoning in the short-term, this is something to bring up with Corman
Park as they manage zoning in the area. I can’t speak to their approval processes, but this Plan is trying
to make sure that areas for long-term urban expansion don’t have a lot of country residential
development. This type of development is much harder to service with sewerage and roads and can
increase costs of future growth significantly. Large new subdivisions would be an issue for the Plan, but
individual houses aren’t a big focus … that’s more of Corman Park’s role to manage."
Concerns:
I am very concerned with the idea that my land which is two kilometers west of Martensville, divided by
a major highway, is being considered for urban development. Martensville is growing to the east and
north and will continue to do so before growing east.
This land, if it is determined to become urban residential, will not have any development on it for
"decades".
I am concerned with the current value of this property if it is to be urban residential and be exempt for
any immediate homes.
Question:
1. Can a decision be made allowing people to build an acreage on their remnant property if they fall
within this area that will not have urban development on it for a long time?
Andrew and Christine, I am sincerely asking for your assistance in this matter.
Yours truly,
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From:
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 1:03:36 PM
To:
Cc:

Subject: P4G Meeting

Hello
Thank you and your planning team for notifying me of the meeting.
Hello P4G ROC
I have taken the time to gather the emails of all of those involved and carbon copy them
because there seems to be some kind of disconnect occurring here. With the wants and
needs, what ratepayers are being told and what is actually being reflected in the action of the
plan itself.
As such I will touch base with you all again here.
First off, in all fairness I have spoken to one person who thinks being in a green area would be
a good thing, so there is support
out there.
Yet I keep hearing from Councillors from all jurisdictions that they want to cut out or vastly
reduce the green areas, that their constituents have been contacting them about this.
I hear from them if the city or other municipalities will never grow there why have it in the
P4G
How can elected officials be saying cut out the green areas and planners be continuing on with
the same boundaries, where is the disconnect occurring?
Cut out the green areas, they should remain in Corman Park this is my opinion,
If green areas have no development how is this a partnership for growth.
The use map for green is not reflective of whats there, the needs or the wants of most people
and businesses that exist in these areas, it is crazy.
Currently the Corman Parks OCP applies which allows for a multitude of development in these
areas and there is a lot of development. There are also many that are not currently licensed
and our Council has hired a bylaw enforcement officer to get them so. Would you leave these
people dangling in the wind with no income just because its Easy to keep the green areas in
the P4G?
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If their use is not the same as the allowed uses what then?
Right now with our OCP pretty much any kind of home based business under discretionary use
is allowed, commercial developments with neighbors support like mine
"Which I was told was purposely excluded when advising the P4G committe of what exists in
my area."
(I have to wonder how many developments have been excluded or deemed too small to be
noted?)
If the green areas are truly a partnership for growth why lessen what is allowed, if the
boundaries will not be addressed why not leave
Corman Parks OCP as the governing document and council as the sole governing body in these
areas?
During this time of consideration I have spoken with Planners in California and Florida where;
people with the right planning and engineering are allowed to do development almost
anywhere. A true growth plan allows for development as great plans for it come forward.
Remediation of water occurs everywhere, the earth is 96.5% water.
To prove my point, I will use this example;
I understand from speaking with a city employee that there were 27 sloughs in the Blairmore
area that were filled in when the
development of the housing, Walmart and other facilities were build. That is pretty amazing.
A drive down the Dalemny highway will show how between the old and the new 33rd the city
is undertaking water remediation for development occurring now.
To me the incorporation of the green area in the P4G, is to have a pretty area around a
growing city, that perhaps a former politician
wanted or people thinking only about themselves wanted. Taking away peoples right of use is
not democracy.
Corman Park has a capable planning department that has grown as the needs of the
ratepayers have grown. Why not trust that the OCP
that they designed and that the decisions our council make are sound and leave this area
governed by those in the know. A big part of community is trust and trusting that Corman Park
council
will do the right thing is the right thing to do here. Those elected officials who know the land
and know the people, if the city will never grow into the green areas why should it have say?
Why take away the rights of ownership in these green areas and go against the mandate of
the P4G that is a partnership in growth
not in restriction or sterilization.
Thank you for taking my feedback seriously and for keeping me in the loop and letting me
know when the open house is
I will not be attending, this will give others the chance who have not connected with you to
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speak.

Sincerely
Corman Park

PS
I take the time to apologize if this cutting out of the green area has already happened and is
being reflected on the maps presented at the meeting. If so would thank you for listening to
what people really want.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Perimeter Road
Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:26:16 AM
image001.png
oledata.mso

After attending the meeting at Wanuskewin and reviewing the material, I am concerned that the
perimeter road is still such a vague concept. If Saskatoon and area is to grow to a million people
then having proper access around the city for truck traffic and regular commuter traffic is essential.
The hodge podge of ways through and around the city are almost a joke. Highway 16 and Highway
11 are major transportation arteries for the province. Getting past Saskatoon is very difficult and,
considering the dangerous goods transported by truck, potentially dangerous. The sooner we have a
proper perimeter road for traffic that is using one of the major provincial arteries the better.
Thank you.

Phone:
Cell:
Email:
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Development east of Hwy 5
Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:04:49 PM

I have concerns for industrial development at PSI just east of Saskatoon on highway five. This is a narrow highway
with many large trucks and traffic already turning on and off the highway at the PSI location. I feel this is a safety
concern as there is no turning lane for traffic to avoid the large trucks coming from PSI. I travel this route and have
had difficulties at this location. This seems like an odd location for industrial development as there are many country
residential developments in this same area.
Thank you for your considering my view point.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Re: "Innovation Fields - North East", partnership for growth
Friday, January 27, 2017 8:24:47 AM

Hello again Andrew and Douglas.
will be the contacts from
. They are the site leads for their research
farm in the "Agricultural Research" area in question.
I had a question about the map. My location, our
research farm, is on the
quarter
We have 80 acres and are butted up against
They are to the
of us. Anyway, the map colourations that designate the
"Agricultural Research" zone cover half of our land. Just 40 acres. I was wondering if it was
an error in the map making and that perhaps the "fill" feature was not dragged far enough to
the left (West) to cover the edge of our land. It would seem good to me, if our whole 80 was
under the designation.
Bye for now,
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Comments on the design plan
Monday, January 30, 2017 2:39:17 PM

Hello, I was not able to attend the open house but have reviewed the materials and have some
comments and questions.
I live in Riverside Estates, immediately outside of the design plan area. My questions are regarding
the Silver Sky development on the north side of Grasswood Road west of Highway #219. This
development has a huge impact on residents of Riverside Estates as well as other areas nearby.
I noticed on the development map that there is a small area on the south east corner of the Silver
Sky Development designated as industrial. I don’t recall this from the Silver Sky presentation in
December of 2015. Those of us living in the area have major concerns about this development and
any industrial use that will bring more traffic to the area. The intersection where the industrial
designation is has already had one fatality. The amount of north/south traffic on that road resulting
from the location of Dakota Dunes Casino continues to increase, and any use that will bring more
traffic to the area will not be accepted by area residents. Residents have already voted down
industrial use at that intersection, on the south east corner of the intersection diagonally across
from Silver Sky.
In addition, I see no green space designated in that plan where there is currently a natural swale that
naturally manages drainage from a large area. This swale is on the immediate north side of
Grasswood Road, north of Poplar Road in Riverside Estates. Development will bring more drainage
requirements as large areas will be paved and there will be many roofs with run off where there
currently are none. Where will all of this water go? The only obvious place is the river but there is
no plan for that to take place.
As well, currently a large amount of wildlife makes their home in this area. There is a continuous
population of white-tailed deer, some coyotes, the occasional moose, and thousands of migratory
birds in the fall. There is no wildlife corridor in the plan for this area in the southern part of Silver
Sky. Where is this wildlife supposed to go? There needs to be a southern corridor so that the
wildlife can move safely to Chief Whitecap Park and the river valley.
I realize that this development is private, but feel there needs to be public restrictions and
regulations put on it in order to maintain the quality of life that residents currently enjoy and pay for
in their property taxes. Traffic safety and environmental sustainability should also be top priorities.
Thanks.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

RE: Follow-up: Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth Regional Plan Information Session
Monday, January 30, 2017 6:33:09 AM
image001.png

Thanks Andrew, great work in assembly of all the groups and the presentation.
My major concern is that the area will need Substations and Transmission lines to tie them together
to create a redundant network.
These are above ground facilities and in most cases have registered easements.
So it’s very crucial that we plan ahead where they are located and that it fits in with the planning for
the area.
I’m forwarding these to our Engineering and Planning groups to help with
look forward to future collaboration.
Thanks again

Fax:
Internet Email:
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planning and

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aberdeen
Thursday, February 2, 2017 2:25:24 PM

How can you come up with a plan that doesn't include the rm of Aberdeen when you have urban housing at the edge
of corman park and Aberdeen ?
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February 3, 2017
To whom it may concern:
We own 213 acres of land NW of Warman, SK in the RM of Corman Park comprised of:
1. 147 acres at
2. 66 acres at

&

We are writing to inquire about the changes made on the January 2017 Saskatoon North Partnership For
Growth Draft Regional Land Use Map, and in particular, regarding the changes in future land use
designation to our 66 acres of land described in #2 above. For many years now, this land has been
included in the future growth area of Warman and designated as “residential” for future land use. More
recently it was designated “commercial/industrial” for future land use. In fact, we were considering
building an RV and self storage facility on part of this land and met jointly with Brad Toth from the city of
Warman and Rebecca Row from the RM of Corman Park to discuss the viability for approval of the
project. We were given indications that such a project could possibly be approved at the present time,
but would be more likely approved in the future when that land was zoned for commercial/industrial
use, and that we might wait considering the cost vs. time frame involved. Considering the sizable costs
to service the land and construct the project at present, combined with the possible removal of these
improvements for Warman’s future commercial/industrial needs, we decided to wait until the land
zoning was changed since it didn’t seem to be too far away, especially relative to the expense involved.
But now we see from the Land Use Map January 2017 that the future land use for our lands has been
downgraded to AGRICULTURAL use! It doesn’t make sense to us that land bordering
and
located directly
of future Warman residential development would be designated for agricultural
use. We fully expected it to remain designated for commercial/industrial use based on our discussions
and the highway 305 frontage exposure with a traffic light controlled intersection at that corner. While
we could understand a potential downgrade to “residential” future land use, we don’t feel that
“agricultural” use is a reasonable future land use designation.
We would welcome an opportunity to meet to discuss this further, and would also welcome feedback by
way of an email at
or by phone at

Sincerely,
.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Re: Follow Up: Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth Regional Plan January Open House
Friday, February 3, 2017 12:24:42 PM
ATT00001.png
ATT00002.png

Hi Andrew,
Thank you for the follow up. I wanted to let you know I took some information to my Urban
Planning class at the University of Saskatchewan and the Professor used it as a group
discussion activity.
There were some interesting items that came out of our discussions regarding a desire to see
transportation planning, the evidence of a strong low density focus, and a mobility focus for
development. Also, though it was good to have the Green Network study area and conceptual
mixed use nodes-these seemed to be nods to these concepts without any substantive materials
communicated on what this could mean to the regional plan & residents of the area.
I realize you may or may not welcome or value this feedback but these materials certainly
have fuel to a great in-class discussion!
Best regards,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Feedback
Friday, February 3, 2017 2:24:20 PM

We have to insure that the airport is not encumbered by development around the airport that is incompatible or
restrictive to its present or future use. And that the airport authority should be required to approve any change in land
use in the cross hatched area from what currently exists.

Regards,

P
E
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P4G
February 4, 2017
-submitted by
RM of Corman Park

We would like to thank the committee for ensuring that personal notifications for this open house on
January 24, 2017 went out to affected residents. This was a definite improvement over the previous
open house which came and went before we had heard about it.
We are unable to provide informed comments regarding the bulk of the plan as we do not frequent the
majority of the land indicated in the map; however, we do have extensive knowledge regarding the area
east on Highway #5. As the
multi-parcel rural residential development,
who also live in the subdivision, we travel this roadway continuously.
We believe serious consideration should be given to remove the proposed Rural Commercial/Industrial
usage that is intended for the PSI proposal location. This is quite simply not a fit with the existing land
uses which have clustered 4 Country Residential multi-parcel developments in the immediate vicinity.
1. Saddle Ridge -32 residents– directly adjacent to the east (RM of Corman Park)
2. Discovery Ridge -22 residents – across Hwy #5 to the north (RM of Corman Park)
3. Strawberry Hills – 40 residents – across Hwy #5 to the north and immediately east (RM of
Aberdeen)
4. Settler’s Ridge- 14 residents – immediately east of Range Road 3040 and across from Saddle
Ridge (RM of Blucher)
The landowners of these country residential lots purchased property at the most easterly section of the
nearest community (Saskatoon) to be removed from urban/commercial/industrial activity in order to
enjoy the solitude of country life. To allow this future development to proceed will subject these
landowners to excessive traffic activity on a highway that is not equipped to handle it during their
commute to and from Saskatoon, as well as noise pollution, light pollution, etc.
This section of the land use map should be reverted to country residential and agricultural for the
following reasons:
-there should be consistency of land use for existing residents in order to maintain the quality of life
they intended
-land uses should be clustered as mentioned in numerous previously obtained consultant’s reporting
-the whole area to the north, south and east of this PSI proposal is currently earmarked for country
residential with the west section earmarked for urban residential. Commercial/industrial is not a fit.
-acreage lot values will decrease in all 4 subdivisions as a result of commercial/industrial interference
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-there is a Green Network Area to the immediate west of this proposal as this is a natural wetland.
Should there not be a buffer between this and any type of development in order to avoid any future
1:100 year water issues?
-Hwy #5 cannot accommodate the full buildout of traffic that will be generated by this proposal.
(Approximately 2,000 vehicles are expected to be travelling to this location each morning and again
from the location at the end of each day *information from Allnorth memorandum 001 dated April 21,
2015 supplied by Crosby Hanna). The Ministry of Highways has indicated that an unacceptable amount
of traffic would be generated at the Range Road 3041 intersection. With a future major intersection at
the new proposed freeway immediately west of this portion of land and a major intersection currently
at Range Road 3040, it is unlikely that another major intersection will be erected at this location. Placing
a service road on the south side of Hwy #5 will directly impact existing Saddle Ridge lot owners and
subject them to continual traffic movement adjacent to their property.
-it would seem that the City of Saskatoon is expanding commercial/industrial in all other directions while
utilizing an existing road infrastructure that is already equipped to handle the additional activity.
Most of these roadways have been improved and/or twinned and traffic is appropriately
accommodated. Why not keep the easterly direction along Hwy #5 as Saskatoon’s green space which
already includes existing agricultural locations and existing country residential living? This would
make the east a “key location” as a vantage point from which Saskatoon city residents can continue to
come out to the country to enjoy night sky viewing for comets, constellations, northern lights, etc.
-with the Brighton community currently under construction and the conceptual Urban Mixed Use node
planned further east along Hwy #5, there should be sufficient office, retail, schools, civic services, etc. in
the area to accommodate those future residents as well as the rural residents east of Saskatoon.
-it would appear from comments noted on a drawing produced for the open house that the P4G
committee has already adjusted the original land use map to include a buffer for Strawberry Hills and
that the previous intent for Urban Residential has now been changed to Country Residential. There
would be no buffer for Saddle Ridge nor Discovery Ridge residents from commercial/industrial land
use if this proposal and/or regional land use map is approved; however, both of these existing
subdivisions are in closer proximity than Strawberry Hills.
-this Commercial/Industrial purpose is in direct conflict with the RM’s current policies as indicated in
the Corman Park Community Plan of May 2016. Lot buyers have purchased on the basis of these
existing policies.
a. page 3, section 2, bullet 1: To maintain the agricultural character of the Municipality…..
b. page 3, section 2, bullet 3: To develop land use policies which will enhance and diversify the lifestyle
of the residents….
c. page 3, section 2, bullet 4: To maintain the natural features….
d. page 20, section 6, bullet 6.2.1: Rural Industrial Parks will be approved only if the demand for rural
industrial development warrants such a development.
e. page 20, section 6, bullet 6.2.2: Rural Industrial Parks should be located on sites that…are not prime
agricultural land….do not have significant wildlife habitat….do not lead to land use conflicts with
adjacent lands.
f. page 20, section 6, bullet 6.2.3: Rural Industrial Parks shall not be located within 1 km of multiparcel country residential…..measured from the property boundary of closest developable parcel
located within the multi-parcel residential development….to the property boundary of the closest
developable parcel within the Rural Industrial Park.
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g. page 23-24, section 7, bullet 7.1.1: To ensure that commercial development will be located in a
rational manner.
h. page 23-24, section 7, bullet 7.2.1: Commercial developments shall locate at permanent access
points as designated by the Department of Highways and Transportation.
i. page 23-24, section 7, bullet 7.2.2: Commercial developments will be encouraged to develop and
locate in nodes at the intersection of highways and major municipal roads. Strip development shall be
discouraged.
j. page 23-24, section 7, bullet 7.2.3: Where possible, commercial development should take place at
existing developed Highway Commercial locations.
k. page 23-24, section 7, bullet 7.2.4: Commercial developments shall take place in a location and form
so as to minimize conflicts with adjacent land uses.
l. page 23-24, section 7, bullet 7.2.5: Commercial development should not take place on high quality
agricultural land.
m. page 23-24, section 7, bullet 7.2.7: Commercial uses shall be limited to those uses which serve the
needs of the residents of the Municipality and the travelling public.
As the
, this proposed land use directly impacts our revenues. Many of the
lots that are available within our development are impacted by being adjacent to this property or
adjacent to a service road that may accommodate it. All 32 lot owners in
will be severely
impacted by the immense influx of traffic generated by this commercial/industrial area. The green
space vision that was purchased with each of these lots will be negated by visions of commercial and
industrial buildings and equipment. Our property values will decrease: we will be forced to reduce our
asking price on our available lots and existing lot owners will see a decrease in property value.
Lot owners in Discovery Ridge, Settler’s Ridge and Strawberry Hills will also feel the loss of rural green
space, the physical traffic impact as well as the economic sting of decreased property values due to the
2,000 anticipated vehicles travelling Hwy #5 twice per day. This does not take into account other
multi-parcel developments further east such as Tower Hill, Cherry Hills, etc. who travel the highway daily
to and from their commute to Saskatoon.
As we listened to the presentation from Doug Olson at the open house, we heard, that along with
comments on the proposed land use map, suggestions from the attendees would be productive for the
committee in order to review and make appropriate decisions going forward. Simply put, our
suggestion is to leave the section of land on Hwy #5 east of the Green Network Study Area as
residential and/or agricultural in order to maintain consistency with the existing land uses. There
appears to be sufficient land already earmarked in all other areas of the map for Commercial/Industrial
use. The many areas that are existing at this time for this type of development (i.e. BizHub) are
nowhere near full buildout, so it would seem that demand is not sufficient for even more of this type of
land use.
Respectfully submitted,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

70 acres
Sunday, February 5, 2017 1:03:29 PM

Where did the idea that 70 acres be easier to maintain and manage than 40 acres come from? I would like to divide
my 80 into two 40 acre plots. Only 18 acres of my
property is arable and the rest could be used for grassing horse or cows but two five acres plots would be hard to
sustain any livestock. I believe the subdivision rules should be flexible so as to accommodate all types of land.
Farming 70 acres would be totally uneconomical for crop or pasture. Cattle farmers cannot have animals on 70
acres all over the municipality. My two forty acres would allow for each property to have a good home site and give
each a small pasture with protective brush. This would be viable and easy to sustain
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2017 10:11 AM
To:
Subject: P4G Bridges/Ferry Crossings
Greetings Christine
Thank you for your response. I will connect with the Government of Saskatchewan Ministry of Highways
for more information about their future plans for bridges and ferry crossings along the South
Saskatchewan River.
Your email indicating that bridges and ferry crossings are not part of the scope of your project, is a cause
for concern for me.
I live on a farm near Aberdeen and cross the Clarkboro Ferry on a regular basis in the summer and now
cross the ice in winter, when it is safe to do so. In the summer there are apporoximately 600 vehicles per
day that cross the South Saskatchewan River at Clarkboro daily and this number appears to be growing.
We have observed that when there are traffic issues, accidents or repairs on bridges in Saskatoon
happening, there is a direct affect on the number of people wanting to cross the Ferry. To me, the north
commuter bridge that is planned for the north end of Saskatoon is not dealing with the problem that
already exists. The ferries are a wonderful service in Saskatchewan for moving traffic but they only
operate in the summer season. The gap between the bridges on the South Saskatchewan River is too
large, with Gabriel Bridge on the north and Saskatoon in the south. There needs to be another bridge built
between Saskatoon and Rosthern in the country that actually keeps the traffic moving that does not want
to come through Saskatoon.
At the present time, all of the rural farm equipment, big trucks and rural traffic has no option other than to
come through Saskatoon. The north communuter bridge is being built too close to Saskatoon and does
not address the large number of people who do not want to go through Saskatoon in order to get to the
east side of the river. Many of the commuters that work in Saskatoon but live east of Saskatoon choose to
use the Ferry and ice crossings. Some will be assisted by the north commuter bridge but many will not. I
really think that this transportation issue should be part of the scope of your work and that you would be
wise to invite representatives from the Town and Rural Municipality of Aberdeen to be part of these
conversations, they may be able to shed some light on how the growth plans of Saskatoon are having a
direct impact on them, that you may not be aware of and need to know as you move forward.
Wishing you all the best in your planning
Peace
------------------
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From:
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2017 8:29 AM
To:
Subject: RE: P4G Bridges/Ferry Crossings
Good Morning Christine
Thank you for your response. I did check the website that you mentioned but did not find what I was
looking for. I will keep searching.
I am looking for information on proposed bridge locations and ferry operations on the South
Saskatchewan River north of Saskatoon. Do you have any information on what the P4G plan is for them
going into the future? I am interested in knowing more about the Ferry site at Clarkboro in particular.
Thanks for your assistance
Peace
------------------

From:
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 9:14 AM
To:
Subject: P4G Bridges/Ferry Crossings
Good Morning Christine
I was unable to attend the recent open house and see the proposed growth changes for the Saskatoon
area.
I was wondering if there is a document that outlines the proposals for bridges and or Ferry crossings
along the South Saskatchewan River? I would really like to know what the projections for them might be.
Thank you
Peace

------------------
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Re: Project Update: Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Regional Plan
Friday, February 10, 2017 11:00:33 AM
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Thank you Randi.Please pass on my comments and feedback to Andrew Bjorn and Christine
Gutmann.
Regards
From:
Sent: February 10, 2017 5:46:51 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: Project Update: Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Regional Plan
Hello
We are currently collecting comments from the public on the draft land use plan that was presented
at the January 24th open house. All comments and requested changes to the map will be presented
to the committee for discussion after the commenting period has closed on February 24th. Any
changes to the map need to be considered and approved by the committee.
Best,
Randi
From:
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2017 10:03 AM
To:
Subject: Re: Project Update: Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Regional Plan

Good morning Randi
Our land is not marked as Urban Industrial/Commercial.Can you please make the change.
Regards
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From:
Sent: November-01-16 1:48 PM
To:
Subject: Re: Project Update: Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G) Regional Plan
Good afternoon Andrew
My name is
.Me and my partners own +/- 96 acres on highway 11. It is
located on the TWP
at the
corner of
entrance to Warman.It is also the
extension of Main street connecting to Martinsville. I am sorry that I wont be able to attend
the next town hall meeting in Warman on the 14th of Nov/2016.
As discussed earlier we have working both with RM of Corman park and city of Warman
since 2007 regarding developing highway commercial/light industrial on this parcel.The
feedback has been very positive.
Regards
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Fwd: P4G Plan Objections,Suggestions,Errors and Omissions
Monday, February 13, 2017 9:41:20 AM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
Date: Sun, Feb 12, 2017 at 12:41 PM
Subject: P4G Plan Objections,Suggestions,Errors and Omissions

Mrs. Judy Harwood
Reeve
R.M. of Corman Park
Sask.
Dear Mrs. Harwood:
This letter covers my suggestions with regards to the omissions and flaws in the Saskatoon
North Partnership For Growth Regional Plan. I address it to you but will forward it to the other
Councillors in the R.M.. I have a financial interest in a property on grid
about 3.5 miles west of
. This property is within the
proposed Green Network Study Area.
Because the development plan incorporates concepts of geography,
hydrology,demography,employment and economics. I will address the errors and flaws in the
study addressing these issues in general terms first.Then the issue of the Green Network Study
Area last.
There are currently five overlapping development plans involving the City of Saskatoon each
one using different growth rates.
- Growth Plan to Half A Million, April 25,2016 Approved In Principal
- Growth Map to 700,000 involving Saskatoon and the R.M.
- This P4G partnership plan to 1 Million
- City (CoS) Strategic Plan 2013-2023
- March 2013 Population Projection
I'm not going to address the residents of the town of Osler, the cities of Warman or
Martensville, nor the residents of the R.M. who are against growth. I can state for certainty
there are residents in all of the aforementioned rural and urban areas that are against growth.
They moved to Martensville, Warman or to a acreage in the R.M. for a reason. To get out of
the City of Saskatoon.Get away from development or a large/dense urban area. Setting that
aside as this is a growth plan and the region will grow. Its still factor when dealing with
landowners that like the status quo. Landowners who will not sell their land, regardless of
price because they enjoy farming and/or like peace and quiet.
The most glaring failure of the P4G plan are the population growth rates. Which are Saskatoon
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@ 2.5%/ year,Warman & Martensville @4.0% a year and Corman Park @ 1% / year. I'll
assign a 2.5% flat rate for discussion purposes of the P4G plan.
- In the history of Saskatoon there has only been one year when the growth exceeded 2.5% and
that was 3.2% (CMA including Warman,Martensville and RM in 2014). All figures and data
from Stats. Can.
-In the decade to 2016 Sask growth was 1.6% and the city's growth from 02-16 was 1.85%
- In the five years 2012-2017 City growth of 2.4% Saskatoon Census Metropolitan Area
population Projections 2012-2032 Dated March 2013.
-From 1956 to Oct. 2016 the provincial rate of population growth was less than 1/2 of one
percent. (880,665 to 1,155,393) So the study growth rate is 5.5 times the historical provincial
growth rate over the last 60 years. In a study that purports to fix zoning for the next almost 60
years.
There is a adage about plans and planning. That a plan is wrong and out of date before the ink
on the paper is dry. That the information and parameters are out of date, or have been changed
rendering the plan moot. All population growth is subject, generally, to the supply of jobs, the
subject economy and the change in economy. In the absence of some overriding attraction of
immigration. That being sand, sea,mountains or some such other attraction of destination. That
supersedes the economic necessity of employment.This brings into play the reasons for the
recent unprecedented surge in population of the Saskatoon area in the last decade. Together
with the facts and factors which will allow the short term growth to continue, or to reverse to
the long term slow growth mean. In the intermediate or short term. None of the five
aforementioned development plans have a economic/jobs component as a variable.
Saskatchewan and Saskatoon were blessed in the last decade with several economic tailwinds
that created conditions for an exceptional boom. A boom never seen before in the history of
the province with the exception of the land settlement grants that led to the formation of the
province. Potash went from $150 USD/tonne in 2007 to $850 in 2009, to $215 today. A potash
trading consortium collapsed in 2013 Supply today exceeds demand by 25 million tonnes
(30%) and supply is expected to grow to 99 million tonnes by 2020. Exceeding demand by
25%. Oil went from $55 USD/bbl in 2005, to $140 in 2008 to $53 today. Uranium
(yellowcake) went from $20 USD/lb in 2005, to $135 in 2007, to $20 now and the 2016
Rabbit Lake uranium mine layoffs of 585. Which doesn't include the Oct.,2016 announced
layoffs at the Saskatoon headquarters of Cameco.
The current provincial economy has a deficit of $1 billion. The government has announced
hiring and wage freezes until the province returns to surplus.Income from taxes are down $400
million which is a excellent indicator of activity, second only to GDP. Another deficit of $1
billion is forecast for this year. With a new US president and government instituting tariff and
trade barriers. With the US as Canada's number one trading partner. This doesn't bode well for
any speedy recovery. In addition both the US Fed and The Bank of Canada Governor Stephen
Poloz said "interest rates will trend higher in 2017.
In July 2016 CMHC announced that their data and studies had found “With our last
assessment, the one we published in April, we actually said we saw strong evidence of
problematic overvaluation,”   Furthermore " In Calgary, Saskatoon and Regina, this is due to
the combination of overvaluation and overbuilding,” CMHC said." So Canada's national home
insurer has singled out three cities in the entire country naming overvaluation and
overbuilding. With Saskatoon among those three. In Sept. 2016 Stats Canada announced that
Canadians had reached the highest level of personal debt in history. At the same time
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"Saskatchewan has the highest percentage of vulnerable households, at 7.8 per cent, with
Ontario and B.C. not far behind, TD Bank says using stats Canada borrowing information.
These economic factors over the last 10 years coincide exactly with the population boom of
the P4G area. Which leads to the hangover effect of the bust.The Sask unemployment rate is
now 7.3%, 4th highest in Canada, up 20.9% Year over Year(YOY), Saskatoon 8th worst city
in Canada 1.2% higher than the provincial rate. The city's employment rate is down 1.8%
YOY, the job participation rate down 1.0% for the people that have given up looking for work.
For infrastructure in the city the apartment vacancy rate is 10.3%(Oct. /16) the highest in
provincial history and highest in the country. Inter-provincial emigration returned to norms
(-3,716). A population loss to other provinces in 2015 of .32%. GDP decreased by 1.3% in
2016 and 10,300 net jobs were lost in a single year.
Saskatchewan and Saskatoon have historically had the lowest immigration retention rates in
Canada @57%. That means more than 1/2 of all immigrants that move to the province move
out within 10 years to other provinces. According to Patrick Charbonneu of Stats Canada the
56% of all immigration to Sask. was responsible for 1.8% of the annual growth of population
area of the Saskatoon area. [ As above, paragraph 5, the city's growth from 02-16 was 1.85%]
So the statistics should suggest a net emigration of .8% of the Saskatoon area over the next 10
years from those same groups. Exacerbating those factors if the poor job climate remains.
The city of Saskatoon has through two different studies suggested a population growth within
the Approved Alignment perimeter road. A population potential useful development area
supporting a population of 1/2 million within 30-40 years. Utilizing about 80% of the area
inside the Perimeter Highway(Growth Plan to 1/2 Million, April 2016, Summary Report,
page 5) Suggesting a population growth rate of 2.224% through to the year 2045. If this same
rate of growth continues beyond 2045 the P4G target would not be reached until 2074. Think
about the proposal, the draft and the notion that this should even be given consideration. A
plan for growth of over 1/2 a century in span.
The P4G report seems to believe that legacy style planning where by people commute huge
distances to medium and industrial jobs will be the future. With anywhere from 550,000 to
700,000 people living in the city proper. Or immediately adjacent to the N.E. corner of the
Perimeter Alignment Road. A major issue with this P4G draft is the single suggested plan with
no alternatives. While this is likely the result of limited time and/or budget on behalf of the
planners contracted. The failure to propose multiple development alternatives is a fatal flaw in
itself. With increasing globalization and competition the likelihood of large manufacturing
plants coming to the P4G area. Like the recently closed Hitachi wind turbine facility, is
unlikely. At the same time more agile, smaller manufacturing companies using intelligent
machining, distributed manufacturing is more the norm.
New technologies in bio-agriculture, automation bio-engineering, crop & livestock biometrics,etc. Should have had greater emphasis than the afterthought of a single agricultural
Research zone adjacent to highway #41. But those are all areas of direction better suited to
provincial planning. It seems as if farmers and farm related agri-food processing development
nodes were a concept that escaped the P4G planners. Together with the three decades of agriscience that the U of S has pioneered. Farmers developing new business, new export
agriculture products and technologies. Is a natural given the U of S Dept. of Agriculture. There
is a single proposed argi-food node adjacent to the town of Osler.
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Its my opinion that agri-food development nodes should be the development standard for any
area outside the perimeter alignment road. A lack of data and a over 1/2 century time frame for
this plan is certainly the major flaw. The failure to account for political-economy is a
substantive issue.
The hydrology of the P4G use are seems to be either a afterthought or a single snapshot from
about 2013-15. According to
Cherie Westbrook, PhD, Professor Faculty Member in Geography & Planning.
Director, NSERC CREATE for Water Security
Center for Hydrology, U of S.
The water table in the Saskatoon area declined from 1974 to 2004 a thirty year period. It
increased between 2005-11, fluctuated between 2011-14 about a meter and has been declining
since dropping about a 21/4 meters below the peak and is now 31/2 meters above the 2004
level (the long term average). In addition she suggested that global warming does not have
the effect of increasing precipitation for the Saskatoon geographic area. Instead that, dramatic
swings, including drought, would become the new norm. These stats from the Water Security
Agency with water levels the hydro-graphic medians. For both sides of the city.
Within the city there have been several developments involving the construction of water
features. With the most expensive lots in the entire area having much desired walk out
basements overlooking the water feature. The Lakeview Park Pond was the first.In the RM of
Dundurn there have been several developments built on the border areas of wetlands.
Waterpark Estates is one with development featuring adjoining natural or excavated water
features. All within a low lying area with substantial long term surface water features. People
want water front properties.
The approach to the mapping of the Green Network Study Area is therefore simplistic and
dismissive of the fundamental hydrology. Dismissive of the demands of land use requiring
surface water. Such as residential urban areas with water features or rural acreages with
surface water features. Since the existing surface water areas are temporary. largely formed in
the post 2004 time. Additional excavations of these wet areas within the Green Network Study
Area in order to hold surface water in the long term would be necessary. But at least such
excavations would be less expensive and less disruptive than that would be required with
lower water tables. None of these areas have ever had persistent flowing surface water. From
pre-2004 Google earth images of these P4G areas.
The proposed Green Areas have no provisions for development requiring large areas, i.e. for
golf course development. Which is a natural for some if not most of those areas. In the
previous planning periods of the RM the emphasis was on the preservation of agricultural
land. The preservation of the better land for farming purposes. This is still the norm in the
lower mainland of British Columbia.What this plan fails to accommodate, in general, is
development using the Green Network Study area whatsoever.
In addition to the aforementioned uses the provisions or adoption of this plan is likely to be
viewed as the restriction of property rights by statute authority in bad faith. Typically the
courts have not allowed the compensation of landowners for "down zoning". Down zoning
being the restriction or devaluing of property by a municipality in the regular course of
planning. It is well established in the courts that the creation of public parks or publicly
accessible open spaces.would require compensation.
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"The Green Network Study Area includes connected areas of wetlands, swales, natural areas,
the South Saskatchewan River corridor, and other areas providing stormwater storage and
conveyance, and recharge of groundwater supplies. This area helps address regional
stormwater issues and, where appropriate, supports multifunctional green spaces that deliver
environmental and recreational benefits.
The category name was changed from "Conservation and Drainage" to reflect a broader range
of functions for this area and to note that additional information is needed to refine these
boundaries.
Important features in the Green Network Study Area include:
Wetlands
Drainage areas
Conveyance areas, such as streams, rivers, and swales
Network connections
The views from Wanuskewin Heritage Park
Important ecological areas
Before the boundaries of the Green Network Study Areas are finalized, more detailed studies
that incorporate the best available information are needed. These studies could occur at a
regional scale or at the scale of a development site. Areas that include important features will
not be removed from the Green Network Study Area.
Some development will be allowed in the Green Network Study Area. Applications will
undergo a screening process to ensure development avoids impacting local and regional
drainage, wetlands, and ecological areas. If impacts are unavoidable, mitigation or
compensation will be required.
Intended Uses
Parks, open space, and protected areas
Outdoor recreation
Stormwater management infrastructure
Agriculture if outside a future urban area (limited to cultivation or pasture uses)
Interim Uses
Agriculture if inside a future urban area (limited to cultivation or pasture uses)
Restricted Uses (NEW)
Agricultural residential subdivision up to five residences per quarter section
Intensive livestock operations
Public utilities (other than integrated stormwater management infrastructure)
None of the aforementioned uses fall into the realm of a pressing public interest. If they had
such a need the RM would have instituted drainage control measures prior to now.Or has some
sort of comprehensive plan necessitated by a natural surface flow through the subject
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areas..Instead its been minor piecemeal as needed. Because thats all that is needed. Excepting
any Heritage needs of the RM outside the Wanuskewin Heritage Park as defined within the
Green areas of the P4G plan there are no heritage needs.
There are in fact no real community needs for the P4G Green Network. If in fact public use is
the design goal it should be stated and compensation paid as required by law and
precedent.The same applies for Outdoor recreation areas. To needlessly tie up this land while
superfluous studies are conducted over prolonged time-frames. All the while tying up the land
from the development perspective of the landowner and the RM's perspective. Is nothing less
than an unpaid option to purchase without compensation. Option to purchase public use land
under the bad faith pretext of "study".
Such wide swaths of Green network should be viewed as an attempt to artificially depress
prices in the study area. Such that the RM, or the cities in this plan, can buy the land later at
depressed prices. Which is either unlawful or acting in bad faith.Or an attempt to freeze the
land values of property owners. At depressed levels all for the benefit of the parties of this
study that paid for it. If the real benefits of this planning disadvantage the ratepayers of the
RM to the net benefit of the cities. This proposal offers no compensation to either the RM or
to ratepayers for the losses to land values.
Lets discuss the last sentence and paragraph more. The city of Saskatoon and the other urban
areas of this plan have development needs which are laid out in this proposed plan. The RM
has one and only one objective. To protect the interests of RM ratepayers. The pecuniary
interests.Excluding the small amount of the RM inside the Perimeter Alignment Road. The
study saddles ratepayers with restriction on their rights to enter into agreements with
developers for almost a century. Restricts what they can do to develop and grow their farms
into compatible agribusiness and agrienterprises. All without compensation.
So a farmer who wants to open a market garden, a small retail outlet to sell produce, flowers
and semi-processed farm related products is forbidden from doing so. For a almost century
time frame. As mentioned previously some land owners don't want development. Thats their
right excluding a pressing public interest that would cause expropriation. But for landowners
who want to develop a farm related agribusiness. That doesn't infringe on the environment or
the reasonable rights of adjacent property owners. The standard should be approval of
development by the RM.
The previous decade of boom is over for a while. The hydrology of the RM seems to be
reverting to the long term norm. Certainly more moisture is needed now for this spring
planting season. Growth within the P4G area is going to revert back to economic facts of the
direct need for jobs and economic development. None of which is evident within the short
term as aforementioned.The development of agriculture related business. Likely involving
processed agriculture products and business requiring larger pieces of land related to urban
needs.Should be the defacto standard.
In addition, ratepayers do not have their pecuniary interests protected by the RM accepting
this plan due to the aforementioned shortcomings, omissions and deficiencies.
http://www.stats.gov.sk.ca/pop/stats/population/APR2015.pdf
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Northern Landfill Expansion
Tuesday, February 14, 2017 3:33:57 PM

Good afternoon

As you are likely aware, the Northern Landfill represents the primary solid waste disposal facility for not only
Corman Park but also the communities of Martensville, Warman and Osler which are partners in the P4G area.
As with any solid waste disposal site, access to an unencumbered and sufficiently sized land base is essential
to ensure the long term viability of this regional service. Given the potential encroachment of incompatible uses
in the immediate vicinity of the facility as development continues in the area,
this
future development may erode the ability to expand the facility in the future if action is not taken today. We
believe that it is prudent and timely to initiate discussions concerning the facility’s long term expansion given the
pending discussions and finalization of the Regional Land Plan in the coming months. In speaking with
Rebecca Row, it appears that the RM is supportive of this endeavour and that they recognize that one of the
key outcomes of the Regional Plan is to acknowledge and support the expansion of regional services.
being able to access this additional land in the future would greatly extend the functionality
and life span of the facility and having the site appropriately designated on the Regional Land Use Map would
go a long way towards securing this ability by ensuring that future land use decisions appropriately
acknowledge this inevitability.
We would like you to consider a slight change in the Regional Land Use Map to designate
from its current “Urban Commercial/Industrial” to “Regional Infrastructure” in order to accommodate the long
term expansion of the existing facility

Thank you for your consideration of this request, please feel free to contact me if you require any further
clarifications.
Regards,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

comments
Wednesday, February 15, 2017 1:56:27 PM

Good Afternoon, I wanted to make sure my comment on the future commercial development on your
plan map extends west on the south side of the 305 highway to your boundary area.
This secondary Highway would be the best source of commercial development over the coming years.
My reasons are close proximity to rail line.
major road connection between Highway's 16, 11 and 12.
access to a grid Road for Entry
Major commercial looped Natural Gas line between Martensville and North Battleford on the property.
Land may be marginal for farm development.
My land location is
sincerely,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PrG consultation
Thursday, February 16, 2017 8:53:51 AM

I have some concerns about the current draft of the Plan:
1.

Country residential development near Porter Lake must have sufficient buffer between
acreages and the lake and its margins. This is an Important Bird Area (IBA), globally
recognized as important to the conservation of bird populations. This means that not only
the lake itself, but also the area around the lake must be protected from encroachment by
development.
2. The Green Network proposals raise several issues for me:
a. Calling these “study areas” suggest their designation may be temporary, and that
“we” are unsure whether they are important to conserve. Neither is or should be
the case. With the School of Environment and Sustainability at the UoS, and many
community groups with expertise in conservation, we should have the resources
needed to determine the boundaries and future management of these important
conservation areas.
b. These areas are some of the last remaining natural areas that are part of the prairie
ecosystem. They contain both natural upland complexes and wetlands – typical of
native prairie. We used to view them as completely “disposable” but have come to
realize they contribute important ecological services to our environment. In an
urban region, they are key spaces where native flora and fauna can still thrive and
where people can enjoy connecting with nature.
c. Because of the above, it is important that development in and near these areas be
not only “restricted” but in many instances “prohibited.”
d. If development is “restricted” and conditional, proposals must be assessed in the
context of the neighboring ecosystem elements, and not limited to “site-specific”
assessment.
e. We know that both humans and native species are affected negatively by excessive
artificial lighting. Let’s get it right: the P4G area should be Dark Sky compliant
throughout. Other urban areas have managed to do this – why not us?
f. An inventory of wetlands in the P4G area is crucial to sound decision-making about
water management and conservation. As well, a wetland policy should prevail
throughout the area. It might be based on the City of Saskatoon wetland policy but
we know that the latter has not been implemented as intended. A policy is only as
good as its implementation and enforcement.
g. There will be some engineering to achieve effective storm water management. It
must be planned to minimize disturbance, and monitored carefully to ensure natural
ecological values are protected in the process.
h. Our priorities should be, first, to avoid impacting natural arears and threatening
their ecological integrity. Minimizing impacts and compensating for them are no
substitute for the first principle.
3. Areas with important natural features that are outside the P4G boundaries are also
important. Think in terms of connectivity with areas inside the planning zone. Ensure that
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neighbouring municipalities are aware of this connectivity and the importance of their
protection in their own right.
4. I am concerned that the MVA is given little recognition or credit for its important work in
protecting the ecological and aesthetic values in and of the river valley. Its area of
jurisdiction should be extended at least to the outer boundaries of the P4G area. It would be
very helpful if its role was endorsed and made part of the plan, especially in view of the
existing threats to its continuation.
Thanks for the opportunity for input.

Saskatoon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

P4G Feedback
Sunday, February 19, 2017 10:09:06 PM

To Whom It May Concern
In reviewing the map, one has to wonder how the multiparcel country residential south of
highway 16 and west of the dalmeny highway came to have itself
listed as such when it is not a proposed land use but what is actually approved and going on
there. Yet the Discretionary use permit
on 3064 North of TWP 374 is not listed as the commercial/industrial it is taxed as. The same
goes for the landscaper who has a commercial building on
373 and 3063 or the Storage business west of 3065 on twp 374.
The map is sterile of existing uses other than this multiparcel yet that is one use only just like
the others I make mention of. Who's ear was whispered in to give them favor. Where is the
ratepayers representation here? Where is the democracy?
This plan has been an autocracy from day 1, people regardless of whom they talk to are told
Doug likes the green areas!!!!!!
According to the planning act, the people, the ratepayers are allowed to work with the
province to plan for their future and for their land uses.
Countless people have given feedback to the planners involved only to have the comments
sterilized and spun in a way that favors the current P4G map boundaries and the uses that
planners who have no land see the future how they want to.
This has been a sham from day 1, the proposed use, the colorful names are all meaningless
when the decisions have already been made for those
who own the land by others who have no vested interest.
To ignore democracy and the act and how things are done well SHAME I say!
Ratepayers words fall on deaf ears, if no overlay is indicated for current uses, then it seems
obvious that agendas are at work and democracy is dead.
My feedback on the P4G Map is
SHAME ON YOU
For ignoring the peoples homes, the businesses and the existing uses in the areas west of the
perimeter highway. Shame for devaluing peoples property by placing their homes in the green
study areas,
Would you buy in this area if its being designated as future drainage and conservation?
Shame for not meeting people face to face.
SHAME
for sterilizing peoples land.
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Shame to the planners who know people have sent letters of intent FOR DEVELOPMENT time
and time again council after council for multiparcel country residential (AND i DONT MEAN
ME)
and not including this in the comments.
SHAME to those who have chosen to call areas GREEN areas because they as the consultants
like them.
Democracy is suppose to be a representation of the wants of the people and of the greater
good.
None of this is being reflected in the control being exerted on my land and my neighbors
lands.
There is no greater good occurring here, this is all contrary to the concept of growth.
You know this SO SHAME!
To tell people everything will be the same for development when the documents published on
the website are contrary to that.
Well I say Shame again, people are not stupid.
Websites take 5 minutes to change to tell people not to worry when the official documents
can be so easily changed is deplorable.
So SHAME!
I am not stupid and I know if the official documents do not reflect these emailed promises and
as such they will never happen.
So my comment on my land is no I am not happy with being left in another study area for the
foreseeable future.
I am not wanting any of my land colored any color, I want it cut out of the P4G and left in
Corman Park
This map and your representations to me are not professional of you and is not acceptable.
When this is all over I will be undertaking a FOIP request to verify this feedback and those of
my neighbors made it unsterilized to the Regional Oversight Committee.

cc
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Re: P4G Feedback
Monday, February 20, 2017 10:54:43 AM

BTW
The people I carbon copied, I did so as a matter of witness.
and for no other reason.
I hope they take the time to give you feedback as well.
It seems to me that anything I have written has had no impact on anything being done by the
planning group of he P4G
other than to pacify me with words that everything will stay the same
contrary to what the published documents on the website say!
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Area Exclusion.
Tuesday, February 21, 2017 7:06:24 AM

I was out of town when the last P4G public meeting was held but attended an informal session with some local
neighbours Feb. 19.
I would like to request that our area, west of the Saskatoon Freeway, be removed from this study. It will never be an
urban area due to the Cory Potash mine and should be left under Corman Park's jurisdiction.
Sincerely
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

P4G Regional Plan - 2017 Public Engagement
Wednesday, February 22, 2017 8:46:55 AM

Good morning,
As a land-owner/developer in the RM of Corman Park, our organization respectfully offers the
following comments in response to your request for public feedback:

1. The governing authority must reside in the RM of Corman Park. The council and Reeve are our
democratically elected representatives, this process cannot instill a process that wrests power away
from them (without a referendum)
2. A process must be put in place to allow for fruitful negotiations with neighboring municipalities for
(joint) service delivery to developments in the RM to allow for interim development.

Best regards,
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February 21, 2017
saskatoonp4g@o2design.com
Re: Feedback on the Draft P4G Plan
Dear Planning Committee,
The
welcomes this
opportunity to submit our feedback on your Draft PG4 Plan. We
commend you for recognizing the need for such a planning endeavor
in this important area of growth to the Province of Saskatchewan. We
acknowledge your challenges and your efforts in developing the plan
to this draft stage.
The Saskatchewan Environmental Society has been active in
Saskatchewan since 1970. We are a non-governmental agency whose
mission is: “To support and encourage the creation of a global
community in which all needs are met in sustainable ways”.
Our submission, including comments and suggestions, is based on the
belief that environmental infrastructure and economic development
are very closely linked. The words “Ecology” and “Economy” both have
the same root word “Eco” which means “Home”. Ecology is the study
of home, while Economy is the management of home. What a great
opportunity we now have in this early stage of planning to integrate
our knowledge of this planning area (ecology) with its future
management (economy).
It is with this view of “Conservation” that we present the following:
1. A need to assess the environmental infrastructure:
a. We need to undertake an accurate inventory of all wetlands
and native prairie in the entire P4G area within the first year
or as soon as is feasible. It is understood that there will be
wetlands and segments of native prairie that lie within the
P4G boundaries but are outside of the Green Network Study
Areas.
b. We need to include a quality ranking of each wetland and
native prairie in the inventory and include educational
information on “ecological integrity” in the final plan.
c. We need a process that would preserve and maintain these
special areas and their integrity into the future.
d. We need to encourage the implementation of the City of
Saskatoon Wetland Policy throughout the P4G area.
2. The Green Network Study Areas (GNS Areas) are an excellent
approach to integrating natural lands and landscapes into a
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city complex to create healthy living spaces and to honour the integrity and environmental
services that they provide. However, the name Green Network Study Areas should be
changed so that it reflects the importance of natural lands in an urban environment. We
suggest the name should be “ecological networks” or “conservation networks”.
a. The Green Network Study Areas should not allow buildings and development within their
boundaries. These development-free networks are a key ingredient to a strong regional
plan. If a “special consideration” clause is included in the plan we are basically saying
that development and building can and will happen in the GNS Areas. Without GNS
Areas where development and building is not allowed, the entire plan is no different
than one that would have been made fifty years ago.
Restricting inappropriate uses in the GNS Areas is critical from the outset. Once these
natural areas are lost they cannot be recreated in the same state. Even small change
can create permanent and negative damage.
b. It is important to plan for Connectivity (links) between the GNS Areas and other existing
areas of wetlands and native grasslands and future parks. Connectivity is very important
for wildlife and people.
c. There appears to be no planning for future rapid transit systems. Does this mean there is
an assumption that rapid transit will develop in the Green Network Study Areas?
d. Road development adjacent to or through all GNS Areas must be carefully considered
and planned. Road construction must not impede water flow or wildlife movements
and planning for this must be incorporated into the plans from the beginning.
3. Mitigation processes must be developed for any loss of natural areas and the ecological
goods and services they provide, throughout the P4G Area.
A sequence to be followed should include the following:
a. Avoidance of the impact on an area.
b. Minimization of unavoidable impacts.
c. Compensation for impacts that cannot be minimized.
4. Management of Water must be carefully considered.
a. The use of the GNS Areas for storm water management must be thoughtfully planned to
minimize disturbance and to maintain the natural ecological values that these areas
provide. Settling ponds should be positioned outside of the GNS Areas.
b. Much of the water will flow into the South Saskatchewan River and the quality of the
water entering the river must be kept high.
5. The Meewasin Valley Authority offers much to enrich the quality of life of all citizens in the
region as the city expands its jurisdiction into the P4G area.
a. The South Saskatchewan River Valley is and will be the most important “feature” in the
city of Saskatoon and the region. Its natural and cultural heritage must be protected.
Tourism, economic development and quality of life will continue to be enhanced by a
healthy and conserved Meewasin Valley. The Meewasin Valley Authority is the
organization that can greatly assist this. Fragmentation of the river valley ecosystem
under a number of different authorities or no authority at all would mean this precious
conservation opportunity would be lost.
b. Carefully planned public access to the riverbanks must be ensured as the city expands
northward.
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Respectfully submitted,
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From:
Date: February 22, 2017 at 11:21:30 CST
To:
Subject: Land Parcel at

in the RM of Corman Park,SK

Andrew
Thank you for accepting my recent call to you respecting the above noted land parcel in which I
voiced my concerns about its zoning in the proposed Draft Regional Land-use Plan. I suggest that
the Plan proposed does not appropriately reflect the highest end best potential land-use. I
reiterate the following points that we discussed in our conversation:
1. The land area are involved is approximately113 acres which land is adjacent to Highway 16
West and has approximately 3/4 mile highway frontage;
2. ‘Three-phase’ power runs right to the southeast corner of the parcel;
3. City water access and service is available to the parcel;
4. The land immediately adjacent to the

is industrial and occupied by

;

5. The land directly across the highway from the parcel in question is proposed to be ‘rural
commercial/industrial’ as is the piece to the immediate
6. The parcel in question has never been formally listed for sale and yet a major developer from
British Columbia proposed to purchase it for ‘industrial commercial’ purposes after a complete
study and hired Pinter and Associates to do three ‘preliminary concepts’ for the industrial
development. Unfortunately the deal was put on hold because of the proposed Regional Plan
being announced. A further offer from an industrial equipment dealer was rejected by me.
These offers indicate commercial acceptance of the location for industrial use;
7. Note also that all land on the North side of Highway 16 that have road access going West
until the intersection of the subject parcel are now developed.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated consideration of my request and please feel free to call
me for further discussion, if necessary.
Sincerely,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Proposed Eagle Heights Development
Thursday, February 23, 2017 2:25:19 PM

To whom it may concern.
This letter is to address the proposed Eagle Heights Development located next to, and directly
east of the hamlet, Eagle Ridge Estates.
This land was originally zoned urban residential by P4G due to the increasing population of
Saskatoon. It has now resently be changed to country residential due to political reasons that
clearly have not been disclosed.
We welcomed the urban residential development because it would bring proper planing,
infasture to the area, including water, sewer, amenities, and roads. This would enhance our
quality of life and maintain our property values.
As residents of Eagle Ridge Estates we are not in agreement with the rezoning to country
residential and the proposed Eagle Heights Development. As it stands, it lacks all infasture and
is no more than a proposed shanty town, and money grab by the land owner / developer, that
potentially endangers our health, safety, quality of life, and property values.
It is a disgrace and disappointment that the P4G has limited vision for the greater and highest
best use of this land, for all.
It would be much appreciated to receive clarity and understanding as to why Corman Park is
pushing this development over all opposition, and common sense.
At this point we strongly feel that this is a serious matter that needs immediate attention.
Sincerely
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February 23, 2017
To: P4G Committee
From:
RE: Feedback from January 24, 2017 Open House
I completely disagree with the change of an area near the Strawberry Hills from Urban
Residential Neighbourhood to Country Residential. As stated by P4G concerning
Changes to the Land Use Map “This type of development considers the natural
setting and existing development context.” BUT the Country Residential development
does not support the natural setting and exiting development context because it
places roads and lots within the undisturbed wetlands and grasslands.
So, this leads us to our hope that the P4G group will look at the situation from an
unbiased view and be completely obligated by your professionalism to look after the
health and safety of the planning of this region. I trust that representatives from Osler,
Martensville, Warman and the City of Saskatoon can all understand from your past
growth and expansion how difficult and expensive it is to add infrastructure after a
community is built. This is why developments must meet the health and safety,
Community Plan and Bylaw compliance, which this developer willfully disregards.
We do not feel that the RM of Corman Park is willing to ensure that the health and safety
standards, community plan and bylaws will be met without supervision from an
unbiased governing body. We have many examples of why we feel that this is so.
Most recently we have discovered that a P4G document titled “What we heard report
appendix: Engagement Phase 2: February – March 2016” was available from the RM of
Corman Park website. We downloaded and read the report, which lead us to have the
following questions:
1. On page 26 of the report, in a letter to the P4G from the developer the last
sentence of third paragraph, the developer states “Needless to say, our client
was shocked to hear that consideration of their application was being deferred
as a result of written opposition provided by the City of Saskatoon.” Would that
disclosure be from the discussion of confidential business of Council, outside
of council and committee meetings?
2. On page 26 of the report, in the same letter from the developer the last
sentence of the second paragraph, the developer states “Planning and design
for his lands were initiated well in advance of this project, based on the policies
represented in the RM of Corman Park Official Community Plan.” BUT many of
our concerns, that have been ignored, are because the developer has
neglected the SHALL (Government of Saskatchewan Municipal Bylaw Guide
page 3, ‘Use “shall” to show that a certain action must or must not be done. Use
“may” to show an action that is permissive.’) statements in the Community Plan
requiring size of development (5.2.3.7.); consultation and conflict resolution
initiatives (5.2.3.10.); onsite wastewater system (5.2.3.14.) (clearly stated in
proposal by the developer in the Eagle Heights Concept Plan “Wastewater
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disposal will be the responsibility of each lot owner.”); compliment existing
development with visual buffering, house site separation, complementary lot
sizing etc. (5.2.3.15.); conserve areas containing significant wildlife habitat
(5.2.3.18.) because those areas are all roads and lots; compliance with
department of highways (5.2.3.20.) since we only have one access/egress to
the highway that is a skewed intersection, increased traffic is a great safety
concern. Pretty much all we have asked for is that the developer comply with
the infrastructure necessary to ensure the health and safety of our community
as per the Community Plan they claim to be following. We have only had a
verbal response from a representative for the developer on June 4, 2015 who
said that he use to work for the RM of Corman Park and that the plans and
bylaws were guidelines and not laws and therefore he did not need to follow
them and would not be adding infrastructure to the development plan. So
why is the RM’s Community Plan and SHALL statements not followed by the
RM? And why does the RM continue to move the development forward
through the process without compliance? And how and who is protecting the
health and safety, Community Plan and Bylaws for the existing community?
3. On page 26 of the report, in the same letter last paragraph the developer
states “Our client respectfully requests that the Regional Oversight and
Planning & Administration Committees reconsider their decision to pursue an
urban designation in this area of the study area recognizing that this decision
does not represent the highest or best use of land and will likely result in the
complete degradation of a significantly valuable natural area.” We see no proof
in this statement and feel the exact opposite, as complete degradation of a
significantly valuable natural area will happen as the Country Residential
proposed development makes roads thru currently undisturbed grasslands
and wetlands as per the published Eagle Heights Country Estates Concept
Plan.
4. How do you know from the anonymous on-line responses that these are
really from Eagle Ridge and not just the developer and friends? What did you
expect from people who agreed with the Urban Residential (if not for lot size
but for infrastructure) designation? Since the form was complicated and long
only people with a disagreement would usually take the time as per most
questionnaires.
I am encouraged by your mention of developing the P4G as an oversight committee for
the development of the Greater Saskatoon area. I believe that this type of committee is
necessary so that poor judgment and shortsighted development decisions do not
become a future problem for the City of Saskatoon or a strain on the existing taxpayers.
Curiously at the P4G Open House on January 24, 2017 we inquired as to why the area
changed from Urban Residential to Country Residential and we were told the reason was
POLITICAL, not good planning, not that it made sense to the area, but POLITICAL. And
that is so obvious from the awkward transition of the area as the conservation and
drainage area was a natural choice and is used further south in the area for the
boundary.
This is how POLITICAL, but not in a good way, it looks from our end:
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We have contacted our Councillor John Germs and the RM of Corman Park on many
occasions starting in November 2013 to request that as individuals and as a hamlet
board we be kept notified of changes to the proposed development plan or if the
proposed development was moving forward. Initially we were told by administration
that this proposal would not be moving to the next stage due to the bylaw noncompliance. We have never once been contacted about this development even though
we have raised many valid health and safety concerns.
On March 2, 2015 and April 7, 2015 Councillor John Germs added Eagle Heights to the
Council meeting agenda at the beginning of the meeting, avoiding public notice and did
not notify the residents or hamlet of Eagle Ridge. June 13, 2016 Councillor John Germs
provided the Planning Committee with a Notice of Motion to try to get the Eagle Heights
development to the CDR stage without considering the P4G process. He withdrew his
motion only after Eagle Ridge residents complained in writing and at the Council
Meeting June 20, 2016 and mentioned the P4G process.
Only the developer is represented by the RM of Corman Park, as the developer does
not even attend council meetings to bring his development forward, Councillor
John Germs does it on his behalf. The existing Eagle Ridge residents have never had
consideration from Council as our concerns for health and safety, Community Plan and
Bylaw compliance are not addressed.
If this is a worthy development why would it need to go thru such unorthodox
promotion?
As stated above, the developer seems to have inside knowledge of the P4G meetings and
materials presented as they stated they knew of a City letter against their proposal.
The engineer for the developer is a former staff member of the RM of Corman Park and
stated to us that he will not be following the Community Plan or Bylaws. We have to
take him at his word on this.
Specifically the proposed development in the Eagle Ridge area is of concern. As much as
people are focusing on the density of the area as whether to classify it as Country
Residential or Urban Residential, the real problem is what infrastructure is
presented to support developing this area.
The reason we need your attention to this matter is that you are professional planners,
engineers and elected officials who have an obligation to ensure that all
developments meet health and safety standards, community plans and bylaws.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
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February 23, 2017

ATTENTION:

ALEX FALLON
ROC Independent Chair,
SREDA, President & CEO

Regional Oversight Committee
Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth (P4G)

VIA EMAIL: SaskatoonP4G@o2design.com

Dear Sir:
RE: Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth Regional Plan
The Hamlet of Eagle Ridge is located on the
SE 10-37-04 W3. The Hamlet has concerns with respect to the proposed land use for areas in
proximity to the Hamlet. Some of these concerns have been expressed by individual residents
of the Hamlet.
The concerns we wish to raise arise the Committee's decision to change the proposed
designation of lands to the East of the Hamlet from Urban Residential to Country Residential.
Prior to this change, all lands to the West of the natural geographic feature (shown in green on
the Draft Regional Land Use map) was proposed as Urban Residential. That geographic feature
formed a natural and distinct boundary for Urban Residential in the area. That natural
geographic boundary continues to form the boundary for Country Residential, except for
1 2 of 11-37-04 W3 and SE 11-37-04 W3. It appears that the change in
portions of the W /
proposed land use from Urban Residential to Country Residential was done solely to
1 2 11accommodate a single property owner with request to a proposed development of the W /
37-04 W3, known as Eagle Heights Country Estates.
The residents of Eagle Ridge are not in favour of a development with high density, but know that
if the City of Saskatoon developed the area it would bring the needed infrastructure. Which is
not being offered by the Eagle Heights development.
Residents of the Hamlet of Eagle Ridge have numerous concerns about the proposed Eagle
Heights Country Estates. These concerns flow mainly from the density of the proposed
development. Such concerns include issues with respect to water, septic, and traffic. Those
concerns will need to be addressed if the proposed development proceeds through the planning
and development approval process. The additional concern we wish to raise on behalf of our

PLEASE REPLY TO:

Our File Reference:
119161.1

MEMBER OF RISK MANAGEMENT COUNSEL OF CANADA
MEMBER OF LAWYERS ASSOCIATED WORLDWIDE
MEMBER OF EMPLOYMENT LAW ALLIANCE
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client relates to fairness and process.
The need for a Regional Land Use Plan is beyond debate. The anticipated growth of the
Saskatoon Region requires a rational plan to accommodate such future growth. A critical
component of such plan is the designation of land surrounding the existing limits of the City of
Saskatoon to accommodate the growth of the City, to ensure adequate services will be available
and developed in an efficient manner, and to prevent development that is inconsistent with such
growth and development.
Our client submits that the change in the proposed land use was not based on any valid
planning purpose or planning principles. It was based on a desire to accommodate a single
property owner and a specific proposed development, namely the proposed Eagle Heights
Country Estates development. The Regional Land Use Plan should set a rational framework for
long-term development. It should not be based on the accommodation of short-term specific
developments.
Our clients have not received any explanation for the change from Urban Residential to Country
Residential or any explanation as to how such change is consistent with the overall plan for
future development. The change, together with the lack of explanation, gives rise to an
apprehension that the Committee is not acting in good faith, and is motivated by a desire to
advance the interests of a single property owner for a specific proposed development rather
than a consideration of valid long-term planning purposes.
Thank you for your consideration of these concerns.
Yours truly,
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From:
To:
Date:

Thursday, February 23, 2017 7:45:33 PM

There is a lot of water east of the Hamlet of Eagle Ridge that is not shown on the map in the
Green Network Study Area. There have been chronic water issues in Eagle Ridge and despite
the young age of this neighbourhood, many septic mounds have failed. Water comes from
the area east, where there is a proposal for the Eagle Heights development. There are serious
health and safety concerns about the lack of planned infrastructure before developing this
area. Corman Park does not seem interested in it's own bylaws. There are also other
infrastructure concerns such as traffic and roadways that have not been addressed by the
developer. A lack of proper infrastructure should be a huge concern for the P4G as the city
moves east and this cannot be taken lightly, nor should it proceed quickly for political reasons.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Feedback - Saskatoon P4G Regional Plan
Thursday, February 23, 2017 8:19:55 PM

My wife
and I live in the hamlet of Eagle Ridge, a developed quarter section east of
Saskatoon. We appreciate that a committee has the task to plan for the future of Saskatoon and
its surrounding areas. Careful planning is a necessity so that the greater Saskatoon area
develops in the best possible way for its inhabitants.
We are writing to you to provide feedback on the current plan (draft of the regional land use),
in particular, on quarter sections east of Eagle Ridge. In the document “Saskatoon P4G
Regional Plan - January 2017 Engagement Boards.pdf” (page 9), the changes to the regional
land use map are outlined. We are very concerned about the mayor change #4. From the map
on that page, one can clearly see that a few quarter sections between the green conservation
and drainage belt and our neighborhood was changed from Urban Residential to Country
Residential. At the open house of the P4G we could not get an answer why this change
occurred. Currently, we can only speculate about the reasons. Here is how it looks to us.
The P4G made this change because representatives from Corman Park pushed for it. The
reason for this push is that some forces at the RM support a proposed development called
Eagle Heights. This proposal is about developing the two quarter-sections of section #11 that
are closest to the existing Eagle Ridge community. Currently more than half of these two
quarter-sections are designated for conservation and drainage (now called green network study
area). What was the principle behind changing the area to Country Residential? Probably to
allow one developer to advance a poorly planned proposal that will result in major problems
for our existing neighborhood.
Here is a very short history of the proposed development of Eagle Heights. A few years ago
Corman Park had ask for proposals for new developments. Out of the large number of
received proposals, Eagle Heights received a low ranking. We can only guess that the low
ranking was because the Eagle Heights development did not meet existing bylaws. Our
Hamlet had major concerns about the high density of proposed acreages, the lack of
infrastructure to deal with traffic and, most importantly, with drainage of sewerage. Last year,
suddenly, the proposal’s ranking must have changed and Councillor Germs (Division 1; our
political representative for our area) attempted to push the Eagle Heights development to the
next level. Only by a coincidence, our community became aware of Councillor Germs’
motion. At that time, the land designation for the area of Eagle Heights was Urban Residential.
Our community raised concerns at a meeting of the Council of the RM and the motion was
tabled. Later, Councillor Germs withdrew the motion. We argued that it does not make sense
for the RM to support a proposal that is contradicting the current P4G plan. Now it seems that
the RM has managed to get the P4G plan changed. To this date, the RM of Corman Park is
unwilling to take the concerns of our Hamlet into consideration. The RM seems to be
unwilling to request that the needed infrastructure for the Eagle Heights development is put in
place. The proposal does not meet health and safety standards.
The P4G committee should revisit the reasons behind changing a few quarter sections
from Urban Residential to Country Residential. If one looks at the map, it is very odd that
these quarter sections between our neighborhood and the green drainage area were singled out
to become Country Residential, whereas the other areas surrounding us are designated as
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Urban Residential. If these quarter sections are not changed back to Urban Residential the next
move of Corman Park representatives will be to deal with the problem of the green network
study area, so that it original proposal of Eagle Heights can be pushed through.
We are greatly concerned and hope that many members of the P4G committee are concerned
too.
Sincerely,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Feedback from the January 24, 2017 open house
Thursday, February 23, 2017 3:17:01 PM

To P4G Representatives:
I would like to address the planning change the P4G has made.
4. Strawberry Hills Country Residential. An area near the Strawberry Hills was changed
from Urban Residential Neighbourhood to Country Residential. This type of development
considers the natural setting and existing development context.
I believe the first published discussion to have the border between country residential and
Urban residential along the conservation and drainage or Green Network Study Area was the
natural and correct choice, as it is a natural low area and green space.
At the P4G Open House on January 24, 2017 we inquired as to why the area West of
Strawberry Hills and across the road from us was changed from Urban Residential to Country
Residential and we were told by your representative that the reason was POLITICAL, not
good planning, not that it made sense to the area, but POLITICAL. And that is so obvious
from the awkward transition of the area as the conservation and drainage area was a natural
choice and is used further south in the area for the boundary.
The decision to change the urban/country border to be a property line, shows that this change
was made only for political reasons and not as good future planning which I believe is the
P4G’s mandate.
As professional planners, engineers and elected officials who have the obligation to ensure
that future planning is done ethically and for the sake of good planning .
I hope you will reverse your decision, back to the original plan which was good future
planning.  
Sincerely,
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

land use map opinion
Thursday, February 23, 2017 8:17:03 AM

Hello…
My wife and I live on the west half of the
This location lies within the RM of Corman Park, and is
shaded olive green in your planning map, meaning agricultural land use.
It was my understanding from the meeting at Wanuskewin a few weeks ago that this location
falls outside of any of the planning and jurisdiction of the Partnership for Growth planning
committee or the City of Saskatoon. I.e. Corman Park would continue to be 100% in charge
of all goings on in our area.
We have since learned that this is not the case, that since we fall inside of the map itself, we
still fall within the Partnership for Growth plan, which would be involved in any decisions
made in our area, along with Corman Park.
Since we fall outside of the boundaries of projected growth, and remain agricultural, we see no
benefit to fall under the auspices of this plan, and request that the western boundary should
collapse down to the dashed line indicating Corman Park-Saskatoon Planning District. I.e.
since we are not affected by the plan, we should remain 100% within the control of Corman
Park, and not have another layer of bureaucracy controlling our actions.
Thank you…

--------------------------------------------------
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

P4G Comments
Thursday, February 23, 2017 2:28:45 PM

1. Anything West of the proposed Saskatoon Freeway (up to Highway 16) and to the S/W (west of the
River) should be removed from the proposed governance area and be in the total jurisdiction and
future control of the RM.
2. The Green Study Area should be designated and controlled by way of overlay…..like the Flood Plain
Overlay.

--
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CONTENT OF EMAIL:
Please exclude the area of Division 4 outside the perimeter highway from the P4G plan.
Please delete the green study are from any P4G plan in the same area of division 4.

Corman Park
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Re Green Network Study Area
Thursday, February 23, 2017 2:18:25 PM

Hello,
I very much appreciate the intelligence and values that underlie the proposed P4G Regional Plan, especially as it
relates to the Green Network Study Area. But I wonder if you are as dismayed as I am by aspects of the current
draft. Clearly, there were major disagreements among the participants about how much land should be identified as
green space, even within the context of storm-water management. This lack of vision is a terrible indictment of some
of our municipal leaders.
As things stand, the plan calls for the creeping extension of subdivisions, business parks and acreages throughout the
region, with vanishingly little concern for anything else. Wanuskewin gets some dazzle in this draft, as it should, but
the other green corridors shown on the map are broken and minimal. The result can only be more of the same, more
sameness — more depressing urban sprawl -- not at all what we were hoping for.
When the next draft of the plan is presented, I trust that it will include a strategy for promoting a more enlightened
discussion of the multiple values of green space, with the hope of literally gaining ground for the Green Network. In
addition, the plan should posit a new regional conservation authority as part of the governance structure for the P4G.
This body would balance the infrastructure-and-growth orientation of the other governing bodies and protect the
public interest in the Green Network.
With thanks for the opportunity to provide these comments --
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Response to Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth Regional Plan Open House Questionnaire
Thursday, February 23, 2017 10:21:55 AM

February 21, 2017
Submitted by
RM of Corman Park
land description We appreciated being invited to the Open House on January 24, 2017. The information on the display boards was
most informative. Overall, the Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth Regional Plan appears balanced and well
planned.
However, living in close proximity to the PSI site, slated for future development as 'Rural Commercial Industrial
Node', we would like to know more about what form this development will take. Rural Commercial Industrial, your
representatives at the open house agreed, is a very broad term.
At this point, it seems the owner/future developer, PSI, should know what they are proposing and the Municiplity of
Corman Park should know what form PSI would like this development to take.
To offer an educated opinion on whether we believe this is good and acceptable (our input, as requested) we need
that information too. If this site is indeed to be the future home of a research park akin to Innovation Place, it would
be nice to know. Any development of a more commercial, industrial nature would appear to contravene Corman
Park's own rules for land use and would not fit with the existing Country Residential multi-parcel developments in
the immediate vicinity.
Should this development prove a good fit for a country residential area, there is then the concern of increased traffic
on highway 5. It would be good to know how our municipality intends to make this a safe road for heavier traffic,
especially on the morning and evening commute.
Respectfully submitted,
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February 23, 2017

our file: 4014-1000
your file:

Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth
By email saskatoonp4g@o2design.com
To Whom It May Concern:
On behalf of my client,
I am pleased to provide the following
comments in support of the Draft Regional Land Use Map presented at the January 24,
2017 Partnership for Growth open house.
owns an 8-acre parcel within the study area, which they would like to develop as light
industrial/highway commercial. Their property is located on
, near the
intersection of Highways
. Under the current Planning District Future Land Use
Zoning maps,
property is designated for Agricultural uses; however, most of the
surrounding land including the BizHub development, Brandt Tractor, Allen’s Landscaping
and the John G. Diefenbaker Airport, is light industrial or commercial in nature. We are
encouraged to see the proposed land use as an Urban Mixed Employment area as that
would allow
to develop their land as they envision.
. The
would like to subdivide their land into four parcels, fronting onto
intent would be to develop each as a building site for light industrial/highway commercial
uses. They have a tenant for one of the sites and would like to expand their own operations
to one or more of the sites, if the land can be rezoned. The proposed land use map and the
interim and proposed uses for the Urban Mixed Employment area are well suited to these to
plans so I would like to express support for the proposal and encourage its timely
implementation.
understand that development in the Urban Mixed Employment area would require
sharing in the financing of trunk servicing at such time as that occurs and will develop to
accommodate connections to future services.
Regards,
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From:
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2017 9:55 PM
To:
Cc:

Subject: Please Help Us!

2017-02-24
Attention
The Honourable Minister Donna Harpauer
Please Help Us! Minister We the undersigned of this petition ask for your help. The
Partnership for growth is an initiative for the growth of Saskatoon, Martensville, Warman and
Osler.
The initiative is presented as a great partnership and an initiative for the future growth of
Saskatoon and region, something that is in the best interest of all. However in our area, "South
of Highway 16, West of the Dalmeny highway / Perimeter Highway (Ring Road) and North of
33rd street, bordered on the west by Range Road 3070" where the land has been marked by
the P4G as agriculture and a new "Green Study Area" It is not so great and needs
improvement.
The land owners here have agricultural designation now, some have commercial, some have
discretionary use and as a result of this planning initiative we will have homes, businesses and
land that are going to be designated conservation, drainage, protected wetlands and wildlife
corridors.
The advertising of the P4G and proposed uses in our area has already devalued real estate as
agents tell people our homes and land are in future drainage areas and not only will have no
development but will be locked as agriculture forever!
The P4G say they take all feedback into consideration, if they did they would know we want
growth or we want out. In fact Minister, most of us, a whopping 75% of the land owners in
this area do not want to be in the P4G. We ask that the P4G area border be rejigged to leave
our land in Corman Park ONLY! If the city and the P4G will never grow into out area, there is
no need or want for them to have say.
We know if the p4g land use map passes as it is now, things will not be the same! The
documents on the P4G website do not reflect the information those of us received at the P4G
meetings or in emails from planners involved.
The whole purpose of the P4G plan is change.
The only way it will be the same is if we are excluded from the P4G, more governance is not
wanted nor is it needed. The planning act and the democracy of our government require the
peoples will to be honoured. If the P4G initiative does not want to mark this area for growth
that is fine, but leave us fully uncoloured off of their map and that way we are.
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We have given feedback and it has been ignored.
We have asked to address the Regional Oversight Committee and have been told, "all
meetings are in camera!"
In camera is not meant to be used in this way.
This is not representative of democracy! Ratepayers should be able to discuss their concerns
with their elected officials on the Regional Oversight Committee and get answers back.
We are deeply concerned that none of the overlays in our area reflect current land uses. People
in the 4 other urban municipalities giving feedback on any Green Study Area, when hearing or
reading catch phrases such as, "wild life corridors, preservation of wetlands, parks and
regional drainage" would no doubt think this is a great thing.
We are pretty certain if they could see, peoples business and homes are in these areas and that
the land is all privately owned, they would give different feedback. These will be homes no
insurance company will insure, businesses no one will buy, places that have never had issues
with water, yet are being designated as such, huge tracts of land designated for these
environmental uses, not reflecting the current condition or the wants and needs of the land
owners!
We no longer want to talk with the P4G, write letters, voice our concerns or have our feedback
placed into a report. We want action!
Our compromise is simple.....
Give our land a similar overlay to the development going on in the North, South and East. Or
cut us out of the P4G map, do not mark our lands for drainage or anything else and leave us
solely in Corman Park!
As we feel the P4G is not taking feedback appropriately, as we feel the Regional Oversight
Committee is not acting democratically we ask that you please meet with us in person. We
include community planning in our email as we know they require feedback from ratepayers
be considered before an initiative move forward and we want them to know we are not done
with our feedback. Please minister have your office contact us for a meeting with our group.
As time is of the essence we kindly request your office respond before Friday March 3rd
2017.
Thank you for your time and considerations

cc
P4G Regional Oversight Committee
Ralph Leibel Community Planning
Len Kowalko Community Planning
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February 22 2016

Mr. Alex Fallon
Chair, Regional Oversight Committee
Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth
Saskatoon, SK
via email: afallon@sreda.com

RE: Development Industry Feedback on the P4G Regional Plan

Mr. Fallon,
On behalf of
, I am submitting concerns expressed by the development and
residential construction industry, on the most recent presentation of the P4G Regional Plan.
First and foremost, I want to thank you and the members of the Regional Oversight Committee of the
Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth on the work undertaken to date to establish a more coordinated
approach for a regional plan in regards to matters that affect the development of the Saskatoon region as
a whole. It’s safe to say we can both agree that having a region that is ready for growth, by both enabling
economic prosperity for everyone and that supports a high quality of life, is very important for future
success.
It is for this reason that we have significant concerns in regards to particular details of the Plan, and we
trust that your committee will be in a position to re-evaluate and modify certain aspects to make sure we
can provide Saskatoon with the best plan possible to be successful.
The goal of the Plan is to ensure that each of the five partnering municipalities can benefit from growth
opportunities, increase efficiencies, and reduce costs by working together. However, the proposed
governance model and the land use map as it stands is so rigid and specific by design that it will stifle
growth and decrease efficiencies. Both those effects are known to speed up the erosion of housing
affordability and to push opportunities outside of the region. Our concerns are detailed below.
Regional Land Use Map: If we can identify where the suitable urban growth can go, let the market and
municipal official community plans determine the usage.
The current map is also misleading to current property owners within its delineated territory and inevitably,
picking winners and losers for the next few decades. There are already some negative implications on
some land owners, and it would not be surprising to see law suits or conflicts between municipalities and
land owners from disputing land categories to misleading or improper timing of development based on
this.
The category land descriptions are far too detailed in the map for a plan spanning over 50 years.
Although intentions are well meaning, they are already stifling growth, creativity, process and potential. It
can be compared to a policy that has been created so air-tight that it cannot breathe and comfortably
change with the times as projects, habits and communities evolve. It’s hard to predict and imagine what
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the future will bring, essentially. Enough maneuver has to be engineered in any policy in order to allow for
change over time that cannot be imagined. If this is a long-term plan, let’s create it in a way that allows it
the flexibility of aging well.
That being said, it is understood there are certain standards that are priorities right now, such as properly
managing five sites per quarter, but we still suggest simplifying the categories as much as possible as
opposed to detailing as much as possible. The obvious one is to consolidate the categories of “Urban
Residential Neighbourhood” and “Urban Commercial/Industrial” into one: “Suitable for Urban Growth”.
The categories “Rural Commercial/Industrial” and “Country Residential” can be left as is, given their
planning implications.
Upon further discussions, we understand the Green Network Study Area to be a bit more fluid than
originally understood. Given its areas are larger than they potentially should be, any amendment will be
tedious and so their performance standards and criteria for amendments should be determined and
clearly indicated as soon as possible.
Future Water Plant: The location of the future water plant does not make much sense in terms of the
category land description surrounding it. The category land type should either be changed, or the water
plant location changed or removed. Considering the governance model currently described, it can be
assumed the amendments will be cumbersome and thus if we can change something now to make it
right, we should.
Governance Model: Any governance model that requires approval from all regional parties to make an
amendment has a tremendous potential to stifle growth. This is especially difficult to understand when
some situations would not directly impact particular municipalities. If Corman Park and Warman have a
suggested amendment on a project on their borders, for example, why would Saskatoon and Martensville
need to be involved? Even in situations of having positive relationships between municipalities, it’s an
unnecessary burden that decreases certainty and increases risk for a developer, thus going against the
intent of enabling economic activity in the region.
Could there not be a decision-making policy based on border or proximity? We suggest a better
mechanism be developed within the model to determine what party should be consulted versus what
party should be informed, for varying types of modifications. A “one-size fits all amendments” approach
here is creating more rigid controls than required. A clear process for amendments to the Plan is required
to both alleviate the burden and increase certainty.
Expertise at the table: Given the nature of the discussions and the potential impacts on growth,
affordability and development, we notice an important knowledge gap at the table. The new P4G
Regional Planning District has no developer or expert voice at the table, with hands-on experience in the
business and development world.
The Saskatoon & Region Home Builders’ Association represents a membership in the same area as the
District and is known for raising the bar in the industry and in the region. We would welcome the
opportunity to be utilized to fill this gap. We could nominate a professional in the field for a SRHBA seat at
the table, or have a permanent consultative seat dedicated to the industry so as to bring knowledge
outside of the political sphere that is based on the realities of the development and construction industry.
Increasing the diversity of opinion at a table increases the quality of discussions and decisions.
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To reiterate the impacts of not adjusting the above points:
-

Growth will be stifled, with negative impacts on the economy through an increased erosion of
housing affordability.
Despite the Plan’s best intentions, there will be a decrease of efficiencies through an increase
of red tape and processes.
A decrease in certainty about development, pushing some opportunities outside the map,
where we will see neighboring municipalities such as Clavet and Dalmeny growing faster
than originally anticipated.

Despite our criticism, I want to congratulate you again for the leadership the Regional Oversight
Committee is demonstrating. Thank you again and we remain available to answer any questions or
comments you may have.
Sincerely,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Comments on the Regional Plan 2017
Friday, February 24, 2017 1:46:13 PM

Dear Sir/Madam:
Since the time for comments expires today and I have not had time to look at the map and
documentation in detail, I will restrict myself to one general comment about traffic solutions.
The map indicates that the heaviest population development will take place in a ‘string-like wedge’
north of Saskatoon that incorporates Martensville, Warman and Osler. I hope your plans include
detailed land reservations for future high-capacity, high-speed public transit to connect these areas
to each other and to Saskatoon, because I do not want to see large numbers of people from these
areas drive private motor vehicles into Saskatoon. These transit corridors may very well have to be
physically separated from the existing highways and road network, so adequate and appropriately
located land needs to be aside now, so that these future BRT and/or LRT systems can be
economically implemented on the ground surface and connected to Saskatoon’s internal networks
all the way to Saskatoon’s downtown.
Sincerely,
Saskatoon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Comments to Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth Regional Plan
Friday, February 24, 2017 2:21:12 PM

Good afternoon,
Please find attached my suggestions and comments on behalf of
after our
involvement with O2 Planning and Design and the P4G Technical Committee which has included
meetings, attendance at open houses and one to one interactions with a number of individuals.
The overall process went smoothly and the consultants were professional and good to work with
however I feel their creative expertise and professional talents may have been hampered by some of
the criteria or ‘sideboards’ they were required to work within.   The final results, while well done,
were not as broad based, integrated or innovative as I had hoped for.   Overall integration of the
separate regional land use maps and the green areas network to portray the ‘big picture’ perspective
was not as strong as it could have been.       
Comments made by some members of the P4G technical group suggested they placed minimal value
on the natural areas and the long term benefits they offer which I suggest are short sighted and may
jeopardize the chances of these areas being conserved. The lack of mention of Meewasin being part
of the long term plan is also a shortfall when considering the bigger and long term view.     
Since our invited involvement was with the Green Network portion of the exercise, the comments
specific to this have been attached.  
Due to the importance of the P4G area, I spent time looking at information on the rest of the
segments of the plan and again complement all involved for their efforts.   I appreciate this
opportunity and the time of those I spoke to.   
After doing this and based on my experience in other similar exercises in other locations in North
America I would like to offer the following comments and questions:
- Has there been consideration given to future public transport, other than roadways? I did not
see reference made or recommendations for rapid bus or train transportation corridors from
Saskatoon to outlying communities and neighbourhoods. The opportunity to factor this into the
plans now rather than address this need in the future is important and also an opportunity for
innovation and change.
- As mentioned above, all of the maps had the same internal structure and boundaries but I did
not come across anything that combined everything in a composite showing the many combined
attributes of the area. Perhaps this is something that will take place in the future but this was the
time to have done it.
- If there was any mention of the need to integrate Dark Sky compliant lighting and a plan for
preventing light pollution, I missed it. This is very important and again a good opportunity to
include innovative (but no longer new) concepts that are important for many reasons.
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- The opportunity to showcase the value of the natural areas, how they link and flow between
the urban centres, country residential, urban residential and the City of Saskatoon was not
something I saw happening. In my experience, when nature is placed last, it will lose out and if
these areas do not disappear completely, they often become so small, fragmented or isolated
that they become make-work problem areas for those who oversee them.
- The perimeter highway – although this comment is unlikely to be considered – should not be
located where planned. This is a holdover from an earlier time, long before Saskatoon was
considering growth of this type. It will not provide the proper service needed for a plan of this
scale or for the people who will live in the P4G area. The location of the perimeter highway was
one of the ‘sideboards’ I mentioned earlier.
My thanks for the opportunity to participate in this worthwhile process.
Regards,
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P4G Plan – the next fifty years for Wetlands and Native Grasslands around
Saskatoon


Change the name from Green Network Study Area to something that reflects the long term
importance of these areas. Based on the current name they could be experimental plots,
temporary sites or unknown areas. There is nothing in the name that indicates they are integral
components of the P4G Plan now and in the future.



An accurate inventory of all wetlands and native prairie in the entire P4G area will be done
within the first year (this includes the Green Network Study Areas (GNSA) – formerly called
Conservation Areas – and the wetlands and native prairie in the rest of the P4G area)



The inventory needs to include a quality ranking system for all wetlands and native prairie and
should include information on ecological integrity / degree of damage or disturbance of each
area



Ongoing and regular updates of the inventory during the next 50 years are needed



Development of a process to preserve and maintain these areas in good condition for the future
is needed immediately



Need for the implementation of the City of Saskatoon Wetland Policy in the P4G Area



Recognition in the Plan of the many values of the GNS Areas and also habitats outside of the
GNS Area and the short and long term benefits these areas provide. These areas will in fact be
part of the reason that some people will move to the new areas being developed. They are both
economic and quality-of-life assets and need to be considered as such



The plan for GNS Areas includes them being used for storm water management. How this
happens is a large concern. It must be carefully planned to minimize disturbance and to
maintain the natural ecological values so as not to lose the ecological goods and services these
areas provide. This is an opportunity for the P4G area, not a negative situation



Much of the water will flow into the South Saskatchewan River and the quality of the water
entering the River must be kept high



Mitigation processes must be developed for any loss of natural areas and the ecological goods
and services they provide, both in the GNSA and elsewhere in the P4G



A sequence to be followed should include the following procedures:
#1
avoidance of the impact on an area
#2
minimization of unavoidable impacts
#3
compensation for impacts that cannot be minimized
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Connectivity (links) between the GNS Areas and other existing areas of wetlands and native
grasslands and with future green spaces / parks is an important planning consideration and
would be a benefit to the P4G Area. Connectivity is fundamentally important for wildlife and
for the people who live and work in the area. For reference, further details may be found in the
City of Edmonton study of connectivity. Connectivity via walking or cycling corridors, for people
in the P4G area is also a necessity.

Example of a Dutch version of a wildlife
crossing, the ‘ecoduct’, which has become very popular over the past few years as an engineering
solution for habitat fragmentation that connects natural areas with each other to enable safe animal
crossings
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Road development adjacent to or through all GNS Areas must be carefully considered and
planned. If construction should proceed it cannot impede water flow or wildlife movements
and this must be incorporated into the plans from the beginning



Wetlands and native grasslands that are not in the GNS Area are still important areas that
provide many varied benefits and are needed in the landscape. It appears that these natural
features have not been considered in the planning process nor included in the maps or text



The concept of ecological integrity is important. Areas must be large enough to support and
maintain biodiversity. It is time for the City of Saskatoon to take its Biodiversity Plan off the
shelf and implement its recommendations



When and how will the “study” of the Green Networks be undertaken and by whom? The
assumption that there will be studies is because of the name chosen. As part of this process we
want to know when an RFP goes out for this and what it calls for



Restricting inappropriate uses in the GNS Areas is critical from the outset. Once these natural
areas are lost they cannot be recreated in the same state. Even partial loss of ecological
function (by construction of livestock yards, utility stations, industrial uses, conveyance of storm
water, construction, roads etc) can be a permanent and negative change



A Dark Sky policy should prevail throughout the P4G area – a major public education process but
critical to the health of both people and native species of plants and animals. The partner

municipalities should lead the way by example. Again, this is an good opportunity for the P4G
Area and not something negative


MVA must be extended down-river throughout the P4G area. This is consistent with the
original vision for this river valley and MVA has demonstrated how the natural area values can
be protected. The goals of MVA need to be incorporated into the larger plan. Fragmentation of
the river valley ecosystem under a number of different authorities or no authority at all would
mean this precious conservation opportunity would be lost



Public access to the riverbanks must be ensured as the city expands northward



There should be no special procedure for building (development) in the GNS Areas. This "maybe
clause" in the plan suggests that the landowners and others on the planning committee either
do not believe or do not comprehend the values of these areas. Without a green network,
where building is not allowed, the entire plan is no different than one that would have been
made 50 years ago.
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February 23, 2017
As a ratepayer in both Saskatoon and Corman Park, we make the following submission
to the Saskatoon North Partnership for Growth Committees.
To Whom it Concerns:
As farmland owners in Corman Park and homeowners in the City of Saskatoon, we
were surprised to learn only a few weeks ago about the Saskatoon North
Partnership for Growth. We are writing to voice our concern, as the work of this
committee appears to be making alarming recommendations to change land
development parameters for property surrounding the current civic boundaries
without sufficient consideration of how this will affect all current landowners.
We understand from the P4G website that work has been done to hold open houses
and share information with stakeholder groups over the past two years. However,
as owners of land that is directly affected by proposed development restrictions, we
are distressed that we were never specifically approached about this initiative by
any association, the project manager or the consultant. The communications and
engagement strategy in our opinion has failed to effectively connect with property
owners. It is a safe assumption that we are not the only ones who may be unaware
of what these changes may mean for their land investment.
While we have serious concerns about the process to engage landowners, we are
more concerned with the proposed regional land use map, definitions, boundaries
and how they are being assigned. Upon preliminary review of the draft report, it is
evident that approval of this map and new governance and review processes are
imminent without sufficient clarity around implementation of this new plan and
what it will mean for development in the near term. This uncertainty is
unacceptable, particularly as we see potential for our property to be negatively
affected. Our family has farmed land West of the city for 40 years and has made
investments based on existing civic and RM zoning bylaws. The proposed P4G
regional land use map suggests that these investments will be compromised.
Some of our land falls within THE ONLY Green Network Study Area, parks and open
space and agriculture zone identified within the approved freeway alignment for the
City of Saskatoon. This designation will limit our options to develop our land with
no clear advantage or disadvantage to the city growth strategy. Further, ambiguous
language and the need for more discussion around Green Network Study Area will
likely delay any development proposal we might advance in the next few years. This
puts us at a further disadvantage, as restrictions for this Land Use category were
created for a growth plan that doesn’t anticipate our land will be required for city
expansion any time soon. The P4G committees need to ensure the definitions and
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land use categories do not discourage property owners from investing and growing
in and around the city today.
As reasonable people, we recognize the importance of the work of the P4G
Committees and support a partnership approach to infrastructure and growth
planning and “the greater good”. However, it is imperative that appropriate
consideration be given to the impact these restrictions will have on owners,
investors and families who presently own the properties involved in the discussion.
Below are our main concerns with the current draft of the map, categories and
proposals for change:
1. It appears land development reviews will become more burdensome.
• According to the project overview, the regional plan is intended to “create
a coordinated approach to regional land use and servicing to
accommodate population growth”. While this sounds reasonable, for
property owners already governed by the existing Corman
Park/Saskatoon planning district, this isn’t necessarily beneficial –
especially for those who aren’t affected by the city’s immediate growth
strategy.
• It appears that rezoning requests will now be expected to undergo review
by municipalities who would otherwise be indifferent to such
development.
• Certain property owners (depending on the Land Use Category they have
been assigned) will be expected to undergo additional – and as yet
undefined – reviews and studies before being approved.
2. Population growth in Saskatoon is inevitable, however people will
choose to live and grow where they want.
• We agree that creating a political mechanism and governance structure
that allows administrators in Saskatoon, Corman Park and surrounding
communities to collaborate and evaluate development proposals should
be a priority.
• Creating a defined land use map that places somewhat arbitrary
restrictions (speculative population growth projections will arguably take
decades) on investment in areas surrounding a city that itself is only 110
years old is short-sighted and may prove to be a disincentive to
investment and growth.
• The focus of the regional plan is justifiably North and toward the South
East of Saskatoon, given growth in nearby municipalities. However,
discounting residential development interests and maintaining restrictive
development criteria on property to the West of the city is punitive. We
are concerned this is a way for the city to restrict development and
purchase cheaper and undisturbed land at a later date.
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•

This plan is dictating a preferential development strategy – and direction
– for the City of Saskatoon. While the city may not want to invest to the
West today, this plan suggests there will be significant restrictions on
what private investors in the RM of Corman Park are able to develop in
this area. This is unacceptable.

3. Landowners holding property within designated environmental areas
(parks, open spaces, green network study) are being put at a
disadvantage.
• The “intended use” definitions under the Green Network Study Area
undermine landowners who have purchased land under current
agriculture zoning.
• Earmarking specific – and significant – parcels of land in and around the
City of Saskatoon for narrowly defined “Intended Uses” effectively
devalues this property. Land identified for residential or industrial
development is considerably more attractive to investors than land with
development restrictions and further study required.
• It can be reasonably expected that land defined as future parks, open
spaces or green network study areas will face vocal environmental
opposition to development plans.
• The Green Network Study Area in its current size and form will be
unsustainable without expanding the intended uses to deliver a more
robust tax base.
• Language such as “protected” “parks and open space” and “conservation”
is concerning, particularly with NO details about what is implied by
future screening or detailed assessment requirements.
• Multifunctional green spaces for recreation, drainage and natural areas
are important in all land development proposals. We do not dispute the
need to utilize specific geographic areas to help address flood risk and
stormwater issues, however, the footprint of land earmarked for this
purpose is excessive.
Although we have arguably engaged in the P4G planning process at a late stage, we
have endeavored to do our homework prior to making this submission to the
committees. One advantage of our late involvement is the ability to look at your
work with fresh eyes, and from the perspective of business owners, community
builders, and longstanding residents of both Saskatoon and Corman Park. We do not
make this submission lightly, or without consideration to possible solutions to our
concerns.
We propose:
• Clearly stating that the land use map is a living document and proposed
boundaries, restrictions and developments must be fluid to accommodate
future interests, experience, detailed planning and population growth rates.
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•

•
•
•

•

Explicitly defining what policies and development request procedures
potential developers can expect to change, and when. In particular, clearly
articulating what is meant by “screening processes,” “detailed assessment”
and “review and study”.
Specifying when detailed land use policies, servicing, governance and
implementation strategies will be complete and take effect.
Articulating the process to have land use designation for individual property
holdings revised or changed.
Seriously reconsidering the definition of the Green Network Study Area. If
the predominant concern is to preserve natural drainage, reduce the
limitations on intended use, as restricting it to “parks, open space and
protected areas”, outdoor recreation, etc. is not only severely limiting to
property owners, but also unsustainable in the long term.
Identifying a more reasonable profile for the amount of land required in
natural drainage areas to address water management.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input and we look forward to continued
discussion and engagement in the plans for Saskatoon and area.
Sincerely,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Land Grab
Friday, February 24, 2017 10:25:54 AM

My opinion has not changed on this proposal from before. It makes me angry that a person has to keep
defending their position.
As before, the only people that stand to gain from this proposal is the urbans. The R.M. looses its tax
base that those in all the R.M. will have to subsidize to make up the difference. Secondly, those that
used their money to buy this land should be the ones to gain financially in their lifetime. Many have used
their money to make their largest investment in their home and land with the intent to sell it as part of their
retirement plan. They cannot wait 60 years for the urbans that may possibly expand to reap the rewards.
Sixty years is loo long and the area is still too large.
The entire R.M. should be treated the same, with the same rules. If the urbans want the land the should
buy it. I doubt if any of you people would feel any different if you actually owned land in this area.

R.M. Corman Park Landowner
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February 24, 2017
To Alex Fallon, Chair Regional Oversight Committee
Re.: Comments on Eagle Heights proposal next to Eagle Ridge community
Dear Mr. Fallon, dear members of the P4G,
with this letter we express that we are strongly opposed to the idea of placing a
new proposed Eagle Heights development with 96 houses directly next to our
Eagle Ridge hamlet. This is entirely unacceptable and we are listing a few
reasons below.
(1) Procedural issues: Since Nov. 2013, when we first received the
advertisement to purchase lots in our mail, the process of the Eagle Heights
development has been seriously flawed. The proposal has moved from
originally low priority with Corman Park to higher priority. In the July 18, 2016
meeting of Corman Park, councillor John Germs withdrew his motion to
move Eagle Height to the CDR stage (due to strong opposition of the Eagle
Ridge Residents). At that time, the P4G was against this development but in
a recent surprising development, we learned at the P4G open house in Jan.
2017, that now P4G seems in favour of the Eagle Heights development.
(2) Rezoning: There was still one problem in order to move the development to
the CDR stage and that is the rezoning of the area to Country Residential. To
our surprise we learned recently in January 2017, that now the pertinent area
has undergone rezoning from Urban Residential to now Country Residential
to accommodate moving the development to the next stage. One look at your
Jan. 2017 Regional Land Use map (attached with red box added) shows that
this is at best strange and goes against all logic. Previously, there was a
green network study area (in green on the map) that according to your own
documents presents a natural border between Country and Urban
residential. Now P4G singled out the three sectors East of Eagle ridge (14,
11, 04 in Twp. 37) for rezoning. This in fact is done only to accommodate the
builder. Planning should be guided by fair and informed justification with the
goal to develop the greater Saskatoon area which we all live in in a suitable
way. Instead a mixture of political and personal reasons are driving the
processes.
(3) Misinformation: At no time and stage, were we ever properly informed let
alone that a dialogue was in place. Attempts include hiding of information,
deadlines and rewriting of minutes that were posted first online and then
changed to reflect events differently. Our hamlet had to constantly inquire for
information with Corman Park, attend meetings to get the minimum
information.
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(4) Corman Park & Councillor Germs: The role of councillor Germs has been
particularly troublesome. Instead of exchanging information with our hamlet –
the hamlet in his portfolio – he has single handedly pushed the Eagle Heights
project forward. In the only in-person meeting with councillor Germs – a
meeting I might add we had to request – councillor Germs misrepresented
the facts and tried to downplay that this development would move to the CDR
stage.
(5) Complete transformation of the character of Eagle Ridge: Most
importantly this new development would completely change the current
character of our community. We would basically transform into a city suburb
with a total of 122 houses. Living on an acreage reflects a certain concept
and lifestyle – one happily compromises extra time in more and longer
driving, septic fields, more difficult winter road conditions etc. – all for
remoteness and privacy of an acreage. In fact when I purchased our lot in
2000, I specifically asked the builder whether there would be any chance of
having another acreage development nearby. At that time, he of course
eased my concerns by pointing to the one-mile buffer zone that was
conveniently removed recently.
(6) Water situation: The incoming city water has been problematic at times and
it is not clear how the new development would affect our current situation.
Adding 100 new septic fields on the hill will increase the water problems
severely that we have experienced over the last years. With the high water
table, our residents have seen increased septic issues during the last years.
To our surprise your documents reflect that there are no water issues while
this area has been flooded severely. In fact Agra Road (Township Road
#372) is since over 10 years interrupted by a lake that did previously not
exist. A printout of a map is attached as well.
(7) Many other Safety concerns: We do have many safety concerns that all
relate to the dramatic increase in housing density – ranging from at least fivefold increase in traffic, increased accidents, possible firefighting, and a
terribly long construction phase with drastically increased noise, heavy traffic,
garbage, dust and dirt, to name a few.
(8) There is absolutely no reason for the Eagle Heights development: If the
proposed development would for example go 1.6 km further East, our
community could stay intact. It is impossible to see why such narrow spacing
would be pursued with such different composition of homes (in density and
lot size). The only reason this is moving forward is to accommodate a single
builder. Looking at your map (or Google Earth) makes clear that Eagle
Heights is an area that is singled out for development of unnatural density. It
goes against all natural borders and a natural city development.
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On behalf of the

I would like to thank you for providing the

opportunity to contribute to the Partners for Growth consultation process. While we
commend the proponents for taking the initiative to plan for growth in a meaningful
manner, we are concerned that the process may not produce the green network that is
being proposed. As a portion of the Northeast Swale is contained with the boundaries of
the study area, our group recommends maintaining in a natural state as much of this land
as possible.

These areas are some of the last remaining natural areas that are part of the prairie
ecosystem. They contain both natural upland complexes and wetlands – typical of native
prairie. We used to view them as completely “disposable” but have come to realize they
contribute important ecological services to our environment. In an urban region, they are
key spaces where native flora and fauna can still thrive and where people can enjoy
connecting with nature. Therefore it is extremely important that development in and
near these areas be prohibited. There should be no special assessment procedure for
allowing building (development) in the green network.
When the next draft of the plan is presented, it should include a strategy for promoting
a more enlightened discussion of the multiple values of green space, with the hope of
building support for the Green Network. In addition, the plan should recommend a new
regional conservation authority to balance the infrastructure-and-growth orientation of
some of the governing bodies with the need to protect the public interest in the Green
Network.

February 28, 2017
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MAP COMMENTS
This section contains all of the sticky note comments left on the draft
Regional Land Use Map at the January 24, 2017 open house. People
were instructed to choose different sticky note colours depending on
the type of feedback they wanted to provide:
· Something I like (pink)
· Something that could be improved (green)
· General comment (yellow)
Where relevant, additional context information has been added in
square brackets after the comment.
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COMMENT

CATEGORY

1. Good to see airport expansion with 1 million people

Something I like

2. Why not move the airport out of town instead of expanding it
in town - like the municipal airport in Edmonton

General comment

3. Leave the airport where it is [in response to above comment]

Something I like

4. Move CP rail here [southeast of study area boundary]

General comment

5. Biosolids - too close to major waterway - South
Saskatchewan River

Something that could be
improved

6. The biosolid facility is in the natural watershed. This should
be moved.

Something that could be
improved

7. Will the biosolids facility be decommissioned some day?

Something that could be
improved

8. Where will the next landfill be accommodated?

General comment

9. What plans are being made relative to secondary water (for
public) should S. Sask River become polluted as did N Sask
River?

General comment

10. Light Rail corridor for future lower cost building when
500,000 people.

General comment

11. What are plans for people living on this [west] side of
Highway 12 for access

General comment

12. Climate change should be considered for Green Network
Study Area

Something that could be
improved

13. Corridors are not nearly wide enough on NE Swale for any
meaningful protection of flora and fauna.

Something that could be
improved

14. Nature trails along swale path

Something that could be
improved

15. This area needs to be integrated with the MVA NE Swale
Management Plan

Something that could be
improved

16. I am concerned that ILOs are a restricted use on Green
Network lands. ILOs are incompatible with wetland
protection and drainage. There are disease risks, potential
for contamination of water.

Something that could be
improved

17. PSI can't be trusted. Move somewhere else.

Something that could be
improved

18. Will create too much traffic, destroy roads, devalue the
property value of the entire area. Bad plan, makes no sense.
[Reference to PSI development]

Something that could be
improved
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COMMENT
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CATEGORY

19. Needs drainage assessed before development

Something that could be
improved

20. When? [Land SE of Saskatoon]

Something that could be
improved

21. Water flow? [Land SE of Saskatoon]

Something that could be
improved

22. This may be better suited for urban commercial / industrial
[Urban Residential Neighbourhood area, north of Osler]

General comment

23. Allow 5 per quarter on land which borders highway and
property where 5 per quarter is permitted

Something that could be
improved

24. For more sustainable growth - creating fewer, higher density
neighbourhoods, with good connectivity to work and
amenities

Something that could be
improved

25. Has the City of Saskatoon surrendered too much in future
opportunities. My concern is that Saskatoon may not have
jurisdiction to solve/pay for future problems and may be
hostage to agreements with municipalities who have little
sympathy for Saskatoon's problems.

General comment

26. Still too large of an area! & too long of a plan. Unfair to
landowners

Something that could be
improved

27. No benefit to the landowner just to the urban centre!

Something that could be
improved

28. Restricts landowners when development could take years
into the future

Something that could be
improved

29. [Arrow pointing at Agri-food node] Move north to roadway.
This is a great idea for tourism!

Something I like

30. Agricultural Research area. Call this area Innovation Fields.

Something I like

31. This area should have strict light pollution controls as not to
affect Wanuskewin UNESCO certification [Area west of
Wanuskewin Heritage Park]

Something that could be
improved

32. Freeway cutting off City? [north end of Saskatoon Freeway]

Something that could be
improved

33. When will it be decided? (routing) [Reference to Saskatoon
Freeway alignment]

General comment

